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ABSTRACT  
   

Excessive gestational weight gain (EGWG) affects 50% of US pregnant women 

and may be an important contributor to obesity in both the mother and child. Novel 

strategies to prevent EGWG are needed to reduce the risk of adverse health outcomes for 

the mother and child. This dissertation presents three manuscripts that 1) propose a novel 

model to explain how prenatal yoga may prevent EGWG through behavioral, 

psychological/emotional, and physical factors, 2) test the feasibility and preliminary 

efficacy of a prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG compared to a pregnancy 

education comparison group, and 3) qualitatively investigate pregnant women’s 

experiences participating in a prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG. In 

manuscript two, 49 women were recruited and randomized to a 12-week prenatal yoga 

intervention (n=23) or a time-matched pregnancy education comparison group (n=26). A 

satisfaction survey was administered at post-intervention to assess feasibility outcomes 

(e.g., acceptability, demand). Mindfulness, emotion regulation, self-awareness, sleep 

quality, depression, anxiety, and perceived stress were assessed at baseline and post-

intervention (12-weeks) and GWG was assessed weekly. Linear mixed models were used 

to analyze pre-post changes in primary (i.e., GWG during pregnancy) and secondary (i.e., 

mindfulness, emotion regulation, self-awareness, sleep quality, depression, anxiety, and 

stress) outcomes. In manuscript three, interviews were conducted with pregnant women 

who participated in the prenatal yoga intervention (n=13). Interview responses were 

summarized using an inductive approach to thematic analysis. Findings in manuscript 

two suggest that prenatal yoga was a feasible method to prevent EGWG with high 

enjoyment and satisfaction reported among participants. The average number of prenatal 
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yoga sessions attended was 8.84 (SD = 3.85). There was no significant group differences 

on the rate of GWG or total GWG throughout the intervention and a significant group x 

time interaction effect for stress (p=.03). In manuscript three, twelve themes were 

identified among the data and were organized into the following categories (three themes 

each): 1) experiences of prenatal yoga, 2) prenatal yoga and weight, 3) barriers to 

prenatal yoga, and 4) facilitators of prenatal yoga. This initial evidence suggests that 

prenatal yoga has potential as a strategy to prevent EGWG in pregnant women. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Excessive gestational weight gain (EGWG) [i.e., weight gain exceeding the 

Institute of Medicine (IOM) recommendations] occurs in 50% of U.S. pregnant women.1 

More than 6 million women in the U.S. become pregnant each year and the average 

GWG has been increasing exponentially over the last three decades.2 From 1990-2014 

there was a 35% increase in the number of pregnant women with GWG ≥40lbs (16% to 

21.8%).3 Based on pre-pregnancy body mass index (BMI), the IOM recommends four 

healthy GWG ranges (see Table 1).4  

 

 

 

 

 

Women who have EGWG have a higher risk of post-partum weight retention and 

long-term weight gain and EGWG is a contributor to obesity in both women and their 

children.5–7 As such, several Healthy People 2020 objectives are aimed toward improving 

the well-being of mothers and their children.8 Healthy People 2020 states, “Their 

[mothers] well-being determines the health of the next generation and can help predict 

future public health challenges for families, communities, and the health care system”.8 

Specifically, Healthy People 2020 aims to increase the proportion of women who achieve 

a recommended weight gain during pregnancy.8 This nationwide goal underscores the 

Table 1. IOM Recommendations for Gestational Weight Gain 
Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m²) Total Weight Gain Range (lbs.) 

Underweight (<18.5) 28-40 
Normal (18.5-24.9) 25-35 

Overweight (25-29.9) 15-25 
Obese (≥30) 11-20 

Table adapted from the IOM1 
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urgent need to investigate effective strategies to prevent EGWG and subsequent adverse 

health risks for the mother and infant.  

EGWG may lead to adverse health risks for the mother and infant including 

delivery complications,9 type 2 diabetes,4,10 gestational diabetes,11,12 prenatal hypertensive 

disorders,13 and large for gestational age infants.14 Sadly, these risks may be compounded 

by the lack of physical activity and high rates of sedentary behavior reported by pregnant 

women.15,16 Additionally, both the mother and child are at risk for the future development 

of obesity.6,17–20 Data from a large population-based cohort study (N=23,524) suggests that 

pregnant women who had EGWG during pregnancy are two times more likely to be 

overweight or obese up to 17 years after delivery.21 Additionally, infants born to mothers 

who had EGWG during pregnancy have a four-fold risk of developing obesity in 

childhood.21 

Diet and physical activity are leading strategies to reduce and/or manage weight 

and have been tested as strategies to prevent EGWG in pregnant women.22,23 For example, 

a healthy diet and regular physical activity [e.g., walking at ≥3 metabolic equivalents 

(METs) for 150 min/week] is beneficial for managing EGWG.24,25 However, many weight 

management interventions in pregnant women have inconsistent findings, low adherence 

rates, poor methodological quality, and small sample sizes.26 A 2015 Cochrane review 

reported an averaged reduced risk of EGWG by 20% for diet or exercise (or combined) 

randomized controlled trials (RCTs).27 Conversely, a systematic review and meta-analysis 

of interventions for weight management during pregnancy reported no statistically 

significant effect on GWG among a range of dietary, physical activity, and education 

interventions.23 Another systematic review of interventions to prevent EGWG identified 
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10 studies that primarily focused on physical activity and/or diet.22 Only three of the 10 

studies showed that women in the intervention were more likely to gain within the IOM 

guidelines compared to controls. The authors and others concluded that the lack of success 

may be attributable to a lack of psychological health factors (e.g., stress, depression) within 

the interventions.28 They (and others) recommend that future studies consider a 

psychological health component (e.g., manage mood or depressive symptoms) to increase 

adherence and effectiveness.29–32 

A qualitative study also suggests a psychological health component may be lacking 

in physical activity interventions for pregnant women. Currie et al., 2016 conducted focus 

groups in 15 pregnant women to determine their experiences of physical activity (e.g., 

walking).33 Women reported that psychological health issues (e.g., poor mood, stress) and 

boredom were major barriers to participation in physical activity and that social support 

and self-efficacy would help facilitate their engagement in physical activity.33 Considering 

the prevalence of depression has been estimated to affect up to 50% of pregnant women 

and between 25-78% experience anxiety or stress the psychological health state of pregnant 

women should be an important consideration in GWG interventions.34–38  

Prenatal yoga (i.e., yoga during pregnancy) may be a feasible (i.e., acceptable, 

preliminary effective) strategy to prevent EGWG in pregnant women. Prenatal yoga is a 

type of mind-body practice39 that in addition to moderate intensity physical activity [i.e., 

3-6 METs],40,41 includes breath control and meditation. Prenatal yoga is a unique activity 

that not only aims to improve the physical health of the practitioner, but also their 

psychological (e.g., depressive symptoms, stress, anxiety) and emotional health.42,43 

Several benefits related to psychological health, well-being, pain, and labor/birth outcomes 
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have been documented in the literature as positive outcomes of prenatal yoga practice.43,44 

Pregnant women have also reported that prenatal yoga is a very pleasurable and enjoyable 

activity.45,46 However, no studies have investigated the efficacy of prenatal yoga on 

EGWG. In non-pregnant populations, literature suggests that yoga is efficacious for 

improving weight outcomes.47,48 A review evaluating the health benefits of yoga and 

physical activity (e.g., walking, running, cycling) concluded that yoga may be as effective 

or better than physical activity on every outcome measured (e.g., pain, depression, anxiety, 

sleep, fatigue) except short-term physical fitness (e.g., VO2max) in both healthy and 

diseased populations.49 Another recent systematic review and meta-analysis on the effects 

of yoga on weight related outcomes concluded that yoga is a safe and effective intervention 

to reduce BMI in overweight/obese individuals.47 Yoga may also mitigate the 

aforementioned barriers to participation in physical activity as it improves mood and 

reduces stress and the sequencing of yoga poses in each class varies to prevent boredom. 

Additionally, pregnant women participating in a pregnancy group that incorporated 

prenatal yoga reported that prenatal yoga helped prepare them for birth, increased their 

connection to their baby, and improved their psychological health, well-being, and social 

support.50 

 The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the feasibility and preliminary 

efficacy of a 12-week prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG. This dissertation 

reports findings from a single study formatted into a three-manuscript style. Manuscript 

one aims to serve as a review of the literature to propose a model that explains how 

prenatal yoga may provide a novel way to prevent EGWG in pregnant women through 

behavioral, psychological/emotional, and physiological mechanisms. Manuscript two 
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aims to investigate the feasibility (i.e., acceptability, demand) and preliminary effects of a 

prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG. Utilizing a qualitative approach, 

manuscript three aims to 1) examine and describe pregnant women’s experiences in a 

prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG, 2) explore pregnant women’s perceptions 

of prenatal yoga as a tool to help with weight management during pregnancy, and 3) 

identify facilitators and barriers to participation in a weight management prenatal yoga 

intervention during pregnancy. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MANUSCRIPT #1: A novel model to propose mechanisms of prenatal yoga to prevent 

excessive gestational weight gain in pregnant women 

Background 

On average, one out of every two pregnant women in the United States gain too 

much weight during pregnancy [i.e., excessive gestational weight gain (EGWG)] which 

may lead to detrimental health outcomes for both the mother and fetus.1 EGWG has been 

associated with gestational diabetes, prematurity, increased risk of cesarean section, 

large-for-gestational-age infants, increased postpartum weight retention (PPWR), and 

long-term obesity.51,52 It is recommended that pregnant women participate in moderate-

intensity physical activity for 20-30 minutes per day on all or most days of the week to 

help prevent EGWG.53 However, up to 60% of pregnant women do not meet these 

guidelines and spend the majority of their waking day engaged in sedentary (i.e., sitting) 

activities.54,55 Therefore, preventing EGWG has become a major nationwide priority. In 

fact, an objective of Healthy People 2020 is to increase the proportion of mothers who 

achieve a recommended weight gain during pregnancy.8 

In light of these nationwide initiatives, many studies have been conducted to learn 

more about factors associated with EGWG and explore ways to prevent EGWG.22,27,56–58 

Diet, physical activity/exercise, and lifestyle interventions in particular have been highly 

coveted as gestational weight management strategies due to their success in weight loss 

interventions in non-pregnant populations.59–62 Several reviews and/or meta-analyses 

have reported greater reductions in GWG (or a lower odds of EGWG) in physical 

activity/diet interventions compared to controls.22,63,64 A recent Cochrane review 
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examining randomized controlled trials (RCTs) for preventing EGWG and associated 

pregnancy complications reported an averaged reduced risk of EGWG by 20% [average 

risk ratio (RR) 0.80, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.73 to 0.87] for diet or exercise (or 

combined) interventions.27  

In addition to these two prevalent approaches (diet and exercise) and evidence 

related to prevention of EGWG, a number of studies have identified the importance of 

psychological factors and their potential association to health behaviors during 

pregnancy.65,66 Improving psychological health (e.g., depression, stress) in itself is 

associated with weight loss and may also improve targeted weight loss outcomes.67–70  

Adding a psychological component within diet and/or exercise interventions may 

enhance the efficacy of the intervention. Types of physical activity or exercise that 

address psychological health, such as yoga (i.e., includes strategies to improve 

psychological health) may be promising approaches to prevent EGWG.  

Prenatal yoga is a form of exercise that includes physical postures, breath control, 

and meditation that is specifically adapted for pregnant women (e.g., no inversions, deep 

twists, or lying on the belly).71 Evidence suggests that prenatal yoga may improve mental 

health (e.g., improved mood, decreased depression and stress)43,72 and is associated with 

better labor outcomes (e.g., shorter labor duration, decreased pain perception).73,74 

However, to our knowledge, there are no studies testing prenatal yoga to prevent EGWG 

despite the evidence for yoga to reduce weight and BMI in non-pregnant 

populations.47,75–80  

Prenatal yoga may improve behavioral factors that have been linked to weight 

management including improving diet behaviors and mindfulness. Prenatal yoga has been 
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shown to improve dietary behavior with regard to increased servings of fruits and 

vegetables, fewer servings of sugar sweetened beverages and snack foods, and less fast 

food consumption.81 As mentioned previously, better diets have been shown to reduce the 

risk of EGWG.27 Several studies have also reported that prenatal yoga improves 

mindfulness (non-judgmental present moment awareness).82–85 Behavioral interventions 

implementing mindfulness strategies to control weight have reported significant weight 

loss among intervention participants86,87 or improvements in eating behaviors (e.g., binge 

eating, emotional eating).87,88 

  Prenatal yoga may also improve psychological/emotional factors that may 

influence weight outcomes including increasing self-awareness and emotion regulation, 

reducing stress, and improving mood. Increasing body awareness (a component of self-

awareness) has been associated with increased yoga practice89,90 and it has been 

suggested that increasing self-awareness may decrease food consumption91,92 or allow 

opportunities for behavioral adjustments that may increase the likelihood of behavioral 

change (e.g., override impulses).93 Prenatal yoga may even foster emotion regulation 

skills (e.g., attention allocation or increased acceptance)94 which may play a role in eating 

behaviors particularly those influenced by emotions (e.g., binge eating, stress eating).95–99 

Several studies have reported the stress-reducing effects of prenatal yoga100–102 and stress 

may trigger the release of cortisol which is related to weight gain.103 Several studies have 

also reported positive impacts on depression and anxiety in prenatal yoga 

interventions104–108 and evidence suggests a positive relationship between depressive 

symptoms and EGWG.109,110  
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 Prenatal yoga may also influence physiological factors such as reducing 

pregnancy discomforts, increasing physical activity both, or improving sleep quality 

which may affect EGWG. Women practicing prenatal yoga report fewer pregnancy 

discomforts (e.g., back or pelvic pain).111,112 Pain has been commonly cited in those with 

greater weight113–115 and may inhibit physical activity and normal daily functioning and 

ultimately lead to a more sedentary lifestyle.116–120 Because prenatal yoga is a type of 

physical activity, it naturally increases energy expenditure and some studies suggest that 

some types of yoga may be a moderate-intensity activity.121,122 Energy balance (calorie 

consumption and expenditure) is directly related to weight loss or weight maintenance123 

and increasing physical activity levels may help pregnant women prevent EGWG. 

Furthermore, practicing yoga during pregnancy has been linked to reductions in sleep 

disturbances and fewer nighttime awakenings compared to controls.124,125 Though not 

explored during pregnancy, several studies in non-pregnant populations support a strong 

link between poor sleep and weight gain or the development of obesity.126–129 

Given the evidence related to the potential for prenatal yoga to improve 

behavioral, psychological/emotional, and physiological factors and their relationship to 

weight, it is important to explore these plausible mechanisms in-depth as a way to 

prevent EGWG. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to propose a model (See Figure 1) 

that explains how prenatal yoga may be a novel approach to prevent EGWG in pregnant 

women through behavioral, psychological/emotional, and physiological mechanisms. 
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Prenatal Yoga and Behavioral Factors 

 There is literature to suggest that prenatal yoga may lead to changes in behavioral 

factors such as diet behavior and mindfulness. Our proposed model in Figure 1 describes 

a potential pathway through which yoga may prevent EGWG through changes in these 

specific behavioral factors. Changes in diet behavior and mindfulness may also influence 

psychological/emotional (i.e., increased self-awareness, emotion regulation, reduced 

stress, and improved mood) and physiological factors (i.e., reduced pregnancy 

discomforts, increased physical activity, and improved sleep quality) which can directly 

influence weight gain during pregnancy. The following sections describe the complex 

relationship of prenatal yoga and behavioral factors and how this relationship may 

prevent EGWG during pregnancy.  

Diet behavior 

 Poor diet has been reported in up to 80% of pregnant women130 and diet-related 

diseases (e.g., heart disease, cancer, diabetes) are the leading causes of death in the 

United States.131 Diet quality and behaviors (e.g., eating habits) during pregnancy are 
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particularly important for optimal maternal and fetal health. Better diet quality during 

pregnancy has been associated with child neurodevelopment and cognitive 

development,132 reduced risk for small-for-gestation infants,133 reduced likelihood of 

preterm birth,134 reduced risk of EGWG,27 and a lower odds of pre-eclampsia and 

gestational diabetes mellitus.135 Pregnant women who are younger, less educated, have 

more children, and have a higher pre-pregnancy BMI are more likely to have poorer 

quality diets.136,137 Despite maternal characteristics, all pregnant women should be 

encouraged to modify their dietary behaviors to improve diet quality and promote optimal 

maternal and fetal health outcomes. 

 The aforementioned Cochrane review suggested that diet or exercise, or both, 

reduced the risk of EGWG by 20% on average among 24 studies that were reviewed.27 

This was particularly true for diet interventions that involved low glycemic load diets. 

Many studies in the report were multifaceted and varied based on the approach of the 

intervention (e.g., type, delivery, content). One cohort study reported that total energy 

intake along with dairy and fried food consumption was directly associated with 

EGWG.138 One cross-sectional study reported a reduced risk of EGWG for pregnant 

women who consume whole grains, vegetables, legumes, fish, milk and dairy products, 

have more frequent meals throughout the day, and drink greater amounts of liquids.139 

Conversely, other studies have reported no effect on EGWG after implementing a dietary 

intervention or no association of diet quality and EGWG.140–143 

It is important to note the relationship between stress and diet particularly the 

inverse relationship observed between high stress and poor diet (more discussion about 

stress found below in the stress section).144 Pregnant women reporting higher stress have 
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been shown to consume energy-dense and nutrient-poor comfort foods145,146 which 

promotes central fat distribution.147 In non-pregnant women, those with higher stress 

have higher BMI’s and waist-to-hip ratios compared to women with lower stress 

levels.147 Psychological factors such as stress may play an important role in behavioral 

outcomes (e.g., poor diet) which may influence weight gain during and after pregnancy 

and should be evaluated in future studies. 

Diet behavior and prenatal yoga   

There has been minimal research evaluating the impact of prenatal yoga on diet 

behaviors but findings in non-pregnant populations are promising. A mixed methods 

study used survey data collected from a large population-based cohort study (N=1820) as 

well as qualitative interviews (N=46) to investigate how yoga practice might influence 

diet and physical activity behaviors. Findings suggested that regular yoga practice was 

associated with positive dietary behaviors such as greater servings of fruits and 

vegetables, fewer servings of sugar sweetened beverages and snack foods, and less 

frequent fast food consumption.81 The findings were even more impressive for each 

additional hour of reported weekly yoga practice. Major themes that were identified in 

relation to yoga practice and eating behaviors included: motivated to make healthier 

choices, more mindful eating, management of stress and emotional eating, more healthy 

food cravings, and the yoga community. The findings may provide important 

implications for future studies investigating the impact of prenatal yoga on diet 

behaviors.  

Mindfulness 
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 Mindfulness can be described as the moment-to-moment, non-judgmental 

awareness, cultivated by paying attention on purpose to the present moment as non-

reactively, non-judgmentally, and openheartedly as possible.85 Mindfulness-based 

interventions have been used to alleviate emotional suffering (e.g., stress, anxiety, 

depression),148–150 improve patient symptomology related to chronic illness (e.g., 

diabetes, cancer),151,152 improve pain,153 manage weight,154,155 and improve sleep.156–158 

Several models have been developed to describe the possible mechanisms of mindfulness 

from a range of perspectives (e.g., psychosocial, neurological, biological). For example, 

mindfulness has been associated with, but not limited to, changes in brain structure, 

increasing activation in areas of the brain involved in attention, and reduced amygdala 

(i.e., emotion processing) volumes.159 Other studies suggest possible mechanisms of 

change including metacognitive awareness, decentering, and decreased rumination.160 

Despite the various postulated mechanisms through which mindfulness works, there is a 

general consensus that mindfulness does indeed have benefits for a variety of health-

related issues demonstrated from the literature cited previously. 

 Recently mindfulness has been used as a behavioral intervention (or component 

of) to manage weight in non-pregnant populations. One systematic review analyzing 

mindfulness-based interventions (N=19) for weight loss concluded that significant weight 

loss was documented among participants in 13 of the 19 studies reviewed.86 However, 

there were several methodological weaknesses noted among studies which include 

various assessments of mindfulness, various doses, lack of appropriate control groups, 

small sample sizes and lack of control of study variables. Similarly, findings in a 

literature review investigating mindfulness-based interventions for obesity-related eating 
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behaviors reviewed 21 studies with targeted eating behavior outcomes including binge 

eating, emotional eating, external eating, and dietary intake.87 The majority of studies 

(N=18/21) reported improvements in the targeted eating behaviors. Additionally, 10 

studies included body weight outcomes and nine studies reported weight loss or weight 

maintenance. The mindfulness training was helpful to participants by providing them 

with skills to mitigate maladaptive eating behaviors and develop a positive relationship 

with food.  

 Mindfulness has been used in interventions with pregnant women but there has 

been limited studies conducted in the context of weight or weight-related outcomes. One 

study that tested an 8-week mindfulness-based intervention directed toward reducing 

stress and overeating in pregnancy found that increases in mindfulness were correlated 

with decreases in stress, depression, and emotional and external eating.88 However, this 

study did not have a control group. In a quasi-experimental study, using the same sample 

and intervention reported in the previous study, researchers compared pregnant women in 

the mindfulness group to 105 sociodemographically and weight equivalent pregnant 

women receiving treatment as usual.161 Women who participated in the mindfulness 

intervention had significant reductions in stress and depressive symptoms, reported 

greater levels of physical activity, and were less likely to have impaired glucose 

intolerance but there was no difference in the number of women with EGWG. Authors 

suggest a longer more intensive intervention might be more appropriate for weight 

management in this population.  

Mindfulness and prenatal yoga   
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Mindfulness is an important component of prenatal yoga. Prenatal yoga provides 

the opportunity to practice mindfulness as many of the poses are to be performed with 

focused attention, a non-judgmental attitude, and focus on the present (e.g., what is 

happening with regard to sensations in the body and breath).162 Studies conducted using 

prenatal yoga on outcomes other than weight suggest that prenatal yoga may increases 

levels of mindfulness.82 Mindfulness has also been suggested as a potential mechanism of 

change from yoga on a range of outcomes such as stress163,164 and depression82,165 but has 

yet to be investigated in regard to prenatal yoga’s potential impact EGWG. However, the 

evidence that mindfulness may influence weight (e.g., weight loss and/or maintenance) 

and that prenatal yoga may increase mindfulness may be important considerations in 

future studies investigating prenatal yoga as a strategy to prevent EGWG. 

Prenatal Yoga and Psychological/Emotional Factors 

 A large number of studies have investigated the impact of prenatal yoga on 

psychological or emotional health (e.g., self-awareness, emotion regulation, reduced 

stress, improved mood).166–169 What has been less explored is the impact of psychological 

or emotional health on weight outcomes. However, recent evidence suggests that there is 

a strong link between an individual’s psychological/emotional health and weight 

outcomes.170–172 Our proposed model in Figure 1 describes how prenatal yoga influences 

psychological/emotional factors that may directly affect EGWG and/or how 

psychological/emotional factors may influence behavioral factors (i.e., diet behavior and 

mindfulness) that may directly influence EGWG. 

Self-awareness 
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 Self-awareness can be described as focusing one’s attention inward toward the 

self or having the capacity of becoming the object of one’s own attention.173 Self-

awareness differs from consciousness as it involves the reflection on the experience of 

perceiving and processing stimuli whereas with consciousness one can perceive and 

process stimuli without explicitly knowing it.173 One adaptive function of self-awareness 

is self-regulation which includes altering one’s behavior such as resisting temptation, 

changing one’s mood, selecting a response from various options, or filtering irrelevant 

information.174 Self-awareness is positively correlated with mindfulness175 and practices 

such as yoga may cultivate a heightened sense of self-awareness.176 

 To our knowledge, no studies have been conducted on self-awareness and 

prenatal yoga in pregnant women. Yoga is intended to elicit a heightened sense of self-

awareness through its application of mindfulness, meditation, postures, and focus on the 

breath.44,177 However, measuring self-awareness is difficult and yoga studies that have 

measured self-awareness are minimal; many only measure aspects of self-awareness 

(e.g., body awareness, interoceptive awareness) or self-regulation. Self-report instruments 

have been developed to measure self-awareness or related constructs173 and recent 

evidence has emerged identifying important neurobiological mechanisms of self-

awareness.176 Findings in one cross-sectional study investigating the interactions between 

body awareness (e.g., awareness of bodily sensations) suggest that increased yoga 

practice was related to increased body awareness.89 Similarly, findings in another cross-

sectional study investigating mechanisms of yoga practice and psychological well-being 

found that body awareness was positively correlated with increasing yoga practice and 

mediated the relationship between yoga practice and well-being.90 Gard et al., 2014 
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developed a model explaining the potential self-regulatory mechanisms of yoga for 

psychological health.93 The authors describe how increased self-awareness may allow 

individuals to assess their current state of being and make any necessary behavioral 

adjustments and that individual’s gain perspective of their world-view and habits and 

therefore increases the likelihood of behavioral change (e.g., reduced response to stress, 

override impulses). Though this paper was specifically focused on psychological health, 

it has important implications for self-awareness and self-regulation in a weight 

management context. 

Self-awareness and weight-related outcomes 

 Self-awareness may play a critical role in weight management. Several studies 

have reported that self-monitoring the diet increases self-awareness and may decrease 

food consumption.91,92 In a model that was developed from investigating a group of 

women who maintained weight loss for at least one year, six patterns of behavior 

emerged from the data.178 Women began from 1) an initial pattern of low confidence and 

self-awareness, 2) recognition of the problem and readiness to change, 3) taking control, 

4) learning new skills, 5) social support and validation, and 6) increased confidence and 

self-awareness. This data underscores the importance of developing self-awareness to 

promote weight loss and maintenance. Interestingly, theory explaining binge eating 

suggests that it is motivated by a desire to escape from self-awareness.179 Binge eaters 

suffer from high standards and expectations and develop an aversive pattern of high self-

awareness that is characterized by unflattering views of self which is accompanied by 

emotional distress. In an effort to escape this unpleasant state, binge eaters narrow their 

attention to the immediate stimulus environment, disengaging normal inhibitions against 
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eating, and promotes irrational beliefs and thoughts. Similarly, pregnant women have 

reported to have poor body image or satisfaction which has been found to be associated 

with a greater risk for EGWG180–182 and depressive symptoms.29,30 One study reported 

57% of women with EGWG desired a thinner body size and pregnant women who 

preferred a thinner body size were more like to have EGWG when compared to pregnant 

women satisfied with their body image.183 Perhaps increasing self-awareness during 

pregnancy may help women make better behavioral choices and perceive a more positive 

body image and therefore reduce their risk of EGWG.  

Emotion regulation 

 Emotion regulation refers to shaping which emotions one has, when one has them, 

and how one experiences or expresses them.184 Individuals can change the intensity (e.g., 

hiding feelings of distress) or duration (e.g., sharing positive news with others) of an 

emotion or even the quality of an emotional response (e.g., seeing humor in an 

embarrassing situation).185 There are many ways that an individual can regulate their 

emotions from punching a boxing bag, screaming into a pillow, calling a friend, or going 

on a run. Successful emotion regulation has been associated with a greater well-being and 

better physical health.186–188 Specifically, emotion regulation has been an important factor 

for reducing symptoms of depression or anxiety,189,190 stress,191 and anger192 and more 

recently has been viewed as an important contributor to weight management. 

 While much of the literature surrounding weight gain and obesity has primarily 

been focused on poor diet and lack of physical activity, more evidence suggesting the 

impact of emotions on weight gain or obesity is unfolding. Eating behavior in particular 

may be highly influenced by emotions. Some theories suggest eating as a coping strategy 
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in response to emotional distress.95 Many emotion regulation theories, that aim to explain 

disordered eating, suggest that specific or unspecific negative emotions act as a trigger 

and in order to feel relief (i.e., reduce intensity of emotion) the individual will overeat, or 

binge eat.95,96 Obese individuals have reported emotional eating which describes the 

consumption of high-caloric, highly palatable foods to deal with negative emotions 

including frustration, fatigue, boredom, anxiety, and depressive symptoms.97,98 One 

cross-sectional study in 25-64 year old adults (N=3,714) reported a positive association 

between emotional eating and depressive symptoms.99 Findings also suggest that 

emotional eating and depressive symptoms affect unhealthy food choices (e.g., sweet 

foods). Another study investigating adaptive (e.g., reappraisal) and maladaptive (e.g., 

suppression) emotion regulation strategies suggested those who used maladaptive 

emotion regulation strategies consumed more comfort foods compared to those using 

adaptive strategies.193 These findings highlight that how individuals respond to their 

emotions may influence their behavioral decisions regarding food intake.  There is a need 

for further testing of emotion regulation strategies in a weight management context 

especially in pregnant women. 

Data linking emotion regulation and eating behaviors during pregnancy is limited. 

Restrained eating and emotional eating have been positively associated with greater 

weight gain during pregnancy.194–197 One quasi-experimental, longitudinal study assessed 

pregnant women’s (N=65) emotion regulation strategies on infant feeding behaviors 7-

months after delivery.198 Findings suggest that overweight pregnant women had more 

difficulties in emotion regulation, were more psychologically distressed and had poorer 

feeding interactions with their babies. It is known both anecdotally and empirically that 
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many pregnant women may experience heightened emotional instability possibly due to 

inadequate management of pregnancy-related difficulties including nausea, increased 

production of hormones, fear of labor/birth, bodily changes, and employment/social 

limitations.31,199 As pregnant women may be in a more vulnerable emotional state, and 

evidence in both pregnant and non-populations suggest that emotions may play a major 

role in weight gain, there is a need for studies to explore weight management strategies 

that incorporate emotion regulation skills to enhance efficacy.  

Emotion regulation and prenatal yoga 

Yoga has been suggested as a tool for developing emotion regulation skills as it is 

strongly linked with improved psychological health.93,94 Practicing yoga is intended to 

decrease mental fluctuations and considered a path to greater balance to achieve 

homeostasis.200 Meditation, a component of yoga, has also been independently linked to 

better emotional regulation.201 One review investigated the relationship between yoga and 

emotion regulation and found 24 articles that fit their search criteria.94 Their findings 

suggest that yoga may foster emotion regulation skills such as attention allocation or 

increased acceptance, which might function as an antagonist of more negative emotional 

coping strategies (e.g., suppression, rumination). Findings also suggest that from a 

neurocognitive perspective, yoga may facilitate regulation of autonomic activity (e.g., 

decreased sympathetic activation and increased parasympathetic activation). Taken 

together, individuals who practice yoga may be less responsive to negative stimuli and 

may use more positive emotion regulation strategies. However, to our knowledge, there 

are no studies that have investigated the relationship of emotion regulation and prenatal 

yoga. Because yoga in the general population has relatively similar teachings as prenatal 
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yoga (modifies common poses and may be less intense), researchers are encouraged to 

test the emotion regulation properties of prenatal yoga and their relation to weight 

outcomes in pregnant women.  

Stress 

Studies have reported up to 84% of pregnant women experience stress.35 Prenatal 

stress can be defined as psychological influences or threatened homeostasis during 

pregnancy challenging the ability to cope.202–204 Stressors (i.e. stress producing factors) 

can vary from daily life hassles (e.g., job strain, personal relationships, finances) to major 

life events (e.g., divorce, unemployment, death).205–207 Pregnancy may even provoke 

feelings of stress due to a variety of stressors including lack of sleep or support, fear of 

labor or birth outcome, finances, complications of pregnancy or high-risk pregnancy, 

fatigue, work related problems, increased discomfort (bodily pain), or reduced 

mobility.208 Mothers experiencing high levels of stress during pregnancy may be more 

likely to have high blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, some cancer, insulin 

resistance, decreased lean body mass, inflammation, and hypercortisolemia.103,205 Other 

risks include an increased risk of cesarean section, preterm birth and low birth 

weight,204,209–211 poor/insecure attachment to the child, decreased likelihood of 

breastfeeding, and an increased likelihood of prenatal anxiety and depression.209 

Moreover, stress can contribute to changes in diet and physical activity (e.g., sedentary 

lifestyle, increase calorie consumption) that may lead to weight gain.202  

The impact of prenatal stress on EGWG has been less explored, but findings 

suggest that prenatal stress may lead to increased weight gain during pregnancy. Prenatal 

stress and other emotionally distressed states (e.g., depression, anxiety) trigger the release 
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of stress hormones (e.g., cortisol)103 that may contribute to EGWG or an even greater 

PPWR. This occurs due to an increased production of cortisol (hypercortisolemia); a 

hormone that may stimulate hunger, appetite and feeding, and may increase overeating, 

during times of stress.208,212,213 Hypercortisolemia may cause imbalances between normal 

hormone functioning that also contributes to visceral fat production103,204 and a decrease 

in lean body mass.202 One study found that pregnant women who are at high risk for 

EGWG typically exacerbated negative behaviors (i.e., poor diet, physical inactivity) due 

to weight gain promoting beliefs (e.g., ok to indulge in cravings and eat for two, women 

can’t be active because of fatigue and are physically uncomfortable).67 Additionally, a 

recent study by Thomas et al., (2014), reported low-income pregnant women consumed 

more food when they felt stressed, and that eating was a coping mechanism for their 

stress.103 Moreover, being overweight pre-pregnancy is a predictor of eating more when 

experiencing stress and subsequently increasing risk of EGWG.103 Because an 

overwhelming number of pregnant women report feeling stressed and the link between 

stress and weight, there is a need for stress management interventions in pregnant women 

to improve maternal and child health outcomes. 

Stress and prenatal yoga 

Several studies have investigated the impact of prenatal yoga on stress during 

pregnancy.100–102 A systematic review investigating the effects of prenatal yoga analyzed 

only randomized controlled trials (RCT) and found 10 studies that met their search 

criteria.102 Though the number of trials found were limited, the authors suggest that 

prenatal yoga may improve mental conditions particularly stress, anxiety, and depression. 

However, most studies were conducted on international samples and the methodologies 
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between studies varied greatly. One RCT by Satyapriya et al., (2009) recruited 122 

healthy pregnant women and randomized them into either a yoga/deep relaxation group 

or a control group (standard prenatal exercises).214 Participants in the yoga group were 

instructed to do physical yoga poses, breathing exercises, meditation and relaxation 

techniques, and participated in 15-minute yogic counseling sessions. Findings suggest 

that participants in the yoga group decreased perceived stress scores by 31.57% as 

compared to the control group. Similarly, another RCT that tested prenatal yoga 

compared to a social support group in depressed pregnant women (N=92) reported that 

prenatal yoga significantly decreased depression, anxiety, stress and cortisol levels.215 In 

a more recent RCT investigating the effect of prenatal yoga on stress and immune 

function, researcher’s assigned women to a 20-week prenatal yoga intervention or a 

routine prenatal care control group.100 Participants attended two 70-minute yoga sessions 

each week and provided saliva samples before and after yoga every four weeks. The 

findings suggest that participants in the yoga group significantly reduced their salivary 

cortisol concentrations immediately after yoga (p<.001) and had infants who weighed 

more (p<.001) compared to the control group. The data reported across these studies 

highlight the potential for prenatal yoga to reduce stress and cortisol (a hormone 

significant in both weight and stress outcomes) in pregnant women. More studies are 

needed to evaluate the stress reducing impact of yoga on EGWG. 

Mood 

 Nearly 50% of pregnant women experience depressive symptoms and less than 

half of depressed women are identified and therefore fail to receive proper treatment.34,216 

Many symptoms of depression overlap with common pregnancy symptoms which poses a 
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challenge when trying to distinguish between the two (e.g., fatigue, changes in sleep or 

appetite).217–219 Poor mood (e.g., depression, anxiety, stress) during pregnancy may lead 

to major consequences for both the fetus and mother including preterm birth, low birth 

weight, delayed neuromotor development, increased irritability in infancy, behavioral 

problems in childhood, decreased intention to breastfeed, and a greater likelihood of 

postpartum depression.220,221 Depression often co-occurs with stress and anxiety and 

individuals who experience depressive symptoms are more likely to report higher levels 

of stress and anxiety.35,222,223 In addition, depression may lead to poor health behaviors 

(poor diet, lack of physical activity) during pregnancy221,224 which may play a major role 

in weight gain during pregnancy. 

It has been reported that depressive symptoms and EGWG have a positive 

relationship which may lead poor behavioral choices that negatively impact a mother’s 

energy, eating habits, weight, physical activity levels, and sleep.109,110 Depressive 

symptoms have also been identified as a risk factor for EGWG.65 Studies have suggested 

that obese women are more likely to have major depressive disorder (MDD) compared to 

normal weight women.225,226 Findings from a prospective cohort study in pregnant 

women (N=238) reported that an increase of 10- and-15 units in BMI is associated with a 

1.5- and 1.9-fold increase in risk of MDD, respectively.226 Another study assessed 

maternal stress, depression and anxiety in pregnant women (N=1,605) from ≤20 week’s 

gestation through delivery and found women with high depression scores at both ≤20 

weeks (p=0.05) and between 24 and 29 weeks (p=0.03) gestation had a significantly 

greater percentage of EGWG compared to women with lower depression scores.227 Even 

pregnant women reporting few depressive symptoms on average exhibited EGWG. 
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Parcells et al., (2010) found that pregnant women self-reporting depressive symptoms 

and perceived life stress mirrored measured cortisol levels (i.e., elevated cortisol levels 

indicate higher depressive symptoms and/or stress)228 increasing their vulnerability for 

EGWG; elevated cortisol levels may contribute to weight gain. The link between poor 

mood and EGWG presents an opportunity for researchers and clinicians alike to 

investigate effective strategies to prevent EGWG in pregnant women.  

Mood and prenatal yoga 

 Our model presents prenatal yoga as a strategy to prevent EGWG with one 

potential mechanistic pathway being through improvement in mood. Several systematic 

reviews and/or meta-analysis have been conducted reporting on prenatal yoga and 

mindfulness-based interventions to improve depression, anxiety, and/or stress with 

positive findings but none have investigated these outcomes in relation to EGWG.104–108 

One meta-analysis reviewing yoga studies (only RCTs) for maternal depression (N=6) 

reported that there is a statistically significant benefit of prenatal yoga interventions on 

mood during pregnancy with a pooled standardized mean difference (SMD) from 

baseline depressive score of −0.452 (95%CI:−0.81616 to−0.880, P = 0.01515).104 

However, most of the studies were preliminary and included small sample sizes and a 

lack of blinding. Another systematic review reporting on meditation randomized 

controlled trials (N=47) for psychological stress and well-being suggested that 

mindfulness meditation programs had moderate evidence of improved anxiety (effect 

size, 0.38 [95% CI, 0.12-0.64]) at 8 weeks and depression (0.30 [0.00-0.59]) at 8 

weeks.105 Prenatal yoga has been reported to reduce activation of the sympathetic nervous 

system, increase parasympathetic tone, and reduce levels of cortisol – systems which are 
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often impaired in pregnant women with poor mood.104 Regulating these systems may 

reduce stress reactions and promote relaxation which is particularly useful in managing 

poor mood.104 These findings support prenatal yoga as a strategy to improve mood in 

pregnant women. However, further testing of studies with methodological rigor is needed 

including those that explore weight-related outcomes.  

Prenatal Yoga and Physiological Factors 

 It is widely accepted that physical activity and/or exercise improves physiological 

functioning in both pregnant and non-pregnant women.229 Though not as widely 

researched compared to other physical activities or exercise, prenatal yoga may have 

benefits relative to physiological functioning that may prevent EGWG. Our model in 

figure 1 describes the relationship between prenatal yoga and the prevention of EGWG 

through its potential to reduce common pregnancy discomforts, increased physical 

activity, and improved sleep quality. Alternatively, the improvements in pregnancy 

discomforts, increased physical activity, and improved sleep quality may contribute to 

improved behavioral factors (i.e., diet behavior and mindfulness) that subsequently 

impact weight gained during pregnancy. The sections below further unpack these 

relationships to demonstrate the ways through which prenatal yoga may prevent EGWG.  

Pregnancy discomforts 

 For many, pregnancy is a time of excitement and hope in a woman’s life that is 

accompanied by many changes (e.g., physical, psychological, social, financial). These 

changes may impact a woman’s quality of life and may even limit normal daily 

activities.230 Not all pregnant women report the same discomforts, and many differ 

regarding the duration and severity of symptoms.  Discomforts may also be present at 
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different times throughout one’s pregnancy (most notably during either the first or third 

trimester).231 Commonly cited physical pregnancy discomforts include nausea, fatigue, 

back pain, edema or swelling, and headache.231 In non-pregnant populations, pain and 

discomfort has been related to increased weight gain.232,233 However, this relationship is 

more difficult to observe in pregnant women.  

 Research suggests that EGWG may be a risk factor for back pain during 

pregnancy.113 Weight management strategies have been suggested as strategies to help 

back pain and even pelvic girdle pain during pregnancy.114,115 Excessive weight increases 

mechanical stress to the joints on the body which may cause bodily pain or physical 

limitations.234–236 Physical activity and exercise have been suggested as an effective 

means to help with pregnancy discomforts, especially pain related issues.229,237,238 In non-

pregnant populations bodily pain has been reported to inhibit participation in regular 

exercise and impacts performance of normal daily functioning116–119 and in one study 

obese women cited pain as the major personal barrier to participating in physical 

activity.120 Many pregnant women experience the inevitable discomforts of pregnancy 

which may lead to more sedentary lifestyles, limited engagement in physical activity and 

therefore increased weight gain during pregnancy. It may also be true that pregnancy 

discomforts are more severe if women are overweight or obese before pregnancy 

beginning. However, more studies are needed to better understand the influence of 

pregnancy discomforts on EGWG and identifying appropriate interventions to improve 

pregnancy discomforts. 

 Several studies have investigated the utility of yoga on improving various pain 

and bodily discomforts in both non-pregnant and pregnant populations.73,111,239 
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Interestingly, according to a survey administered to adults (N=34,525) about the use of 

yoga in the past year, 20% of respondents reported back pain as a reason for engaging in 

yoga240 suggesting pain as a major reason for engagement in yoga practice. However, this 

study did not report on pregnancy status. Yoga may also improve back pain to a greater 

degree when compared to general exercise for back pain in non-pregnant samples.241 One 

RCT in adults with back pain (N=60) assigned participants to a yoga group or general 

exercise group for four weeks. Both groups experienced reductions in pain but the visual 

analogue scale revealed participants in the yoga group reduced pain by 72.81% compared 

to the 42.50% reduction reported in the control group (p=.001). Yoga may reduce 

headache frequency and severity as demonstrated by two RCTs in non-pregnant 

women.242,243 Findings in both studies suggest that women who engaged in the yoga 

group significantly decreased the frequency and severity of reported headaches when 

compared to controls. Yoga may be a particularly useful tool to manage pain in non-

pregnant adults. 

Pregnancy discomforts and prenatal yoga 

Pregnancy discomforts were evaluated in a study (non-randomized) conducted in 

Taiwan, pregnant women between 26-28 weeks gestation were asked to participate in 

prenatal yoga for 12-14 weeks using a 30-minute videotape and booklet.111 Researchers 

compared findings to a control group who walked for 30-mintes twice per day. Pregnancy 

discomforts were reported using the Discomforts of Pregnancy Questionnaire. Women in 

the prenatal yoga group reported significantly fewer pregnancy discomforts compared to 

the control group (38.28 vs. 43.26, p = .01) at 38-40 weeks gestation. Another study 

reported findings of a randomized controlled trial that tested the effects of prenatal yoga 
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on lumbopelvic pain in pregnant women (N=60).112 Pregnant women were randomized 

into the prenatal yoga group or a postural orientation group and asked to participant once 

weekly for 10 weeks and their pain intensity was assessed using a visual analog scale. 

Findings from this study suggested a lower pain score observed in the yoga group 

compared to the controls (p<.0058). The data reported across these studies (in both non-

pregnant and pregnant samples) demonstrate the potential for prenatal yoga to reduce 

common pregnancy discomforts. However, more research is needed to evaluate the 

impact of reduced pregnancy discomforts and EGWG. 

Physical activity 

 The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists recommend that 

pregnant women participate in an exercise program that includes 20-30 minutes of 

moderate-intensity physical activity per day on all or most days of the week.53 Yet, 

studies report up to 60% of pregnant women do not achieve these guidelines54 and spend 

over half of their waking day engaged in sedentary activities.55 Participation in physical 

activity during pregnancy is associated with increased energy expenditure, reduced risk 

of gestational diabetes mellitus, hypertensive disorders, and EGWG and better birth 

outcomes.244,245  

Increased physical activity results in a higher energy expenditure246  or other 

words a greater “calorie burn”. Energy intake and expenditure (e.g., energy balance) is 

directly related to weight loss or weight maintenance in non-pregnant populations.123 

However, during pregnancy, energy requirements increase between 200-400 kcal/day 

depending on what trimester the woman is in.247,248 Energy intake above this amount (not 

counterbalanced with energy expenditure) may contribute to EGWG. There is a need for 
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studies to identify strategies to encourage women to engage in physical activity 

throughout pregnancy to prevent EGWG and promote optimal pregnancy and birth 

outcomes. 

Physical activity and yoga 

To our knowledge, prenatal yoga studies do not report on total physical activity 

levels outside of the intervention. Engaging in a prenatal yoga program in itself increases 

a woman’s time spent in physical activity especially if previously sedentary. Historically, 

yoga has been assumed to be a low-intensity activity but studies evaluating the energy 

expenditure suggest that yoga may be a moderate-intensity activity which satisfy 

intensity recommendations for physical activity guidelines and may result in greater 

energy expenditure.121,122 Many studies do not evaluate or report the intensity of yoga and 

because there are numerous variations of yoga, it is difficult to measure the intensity. The 

methods used to evaluate energy expenditure also may not accurately estimate the energy 

expenditure of yoga. For example, studies report using a device worn on the back 

(Oxycon mobile) and/or a wrist or hip worn accelerometer.121,122 However, many yoga 

poses are performed on the back, unilaterally, and many static holding positions are 

utilized throughout class making it difficult for these devices to capture movement. The 

caloric expenditure of prenatal yoga has not yet been determined but if practiced at a 

moderate pace, prenatal yoga may be an also be a physical activity that can be performed 

at a moderate-intensity that increases energy expenditure and perhaps prevent EGWG. 

Studies in non-pregnant populations testing the effects of yoga on weight 

outcomes are promising. In a cohort study by Kristal et al., (2005), researchers examined 

the effects of yoga on weight in 15,550 adults.75 Results of this study revealed that 
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regular yoga practice (30 minutes once per week for four or more years) reduced weight 

by 3.1 lbs and 18.5 lbs in normal and overweight individuals, respectively. Findings 

suggest that yoga may contribute to long-term weight maintenance or weight loss. A 

review investigating yoga on the management of overweight and obesity suggest that 

yoga may assist with behavioral change, weight loss, and maintenance particularly 

through increasing energy expenditure, reducing back/joint pain, heightening 

mindfulness, improving mood, reducing stress and food intake, and allowing individuals 

to be more connected to their bodies (more aware of satiety and overeating).249 However, 

there is a lack of consistency between yoga studies concerning type, duration, frequency, 

and methodological rigor. Yoga (and prenatal yoga) may have the potential to increase 

physical activity levels and subsequently energy expenditure which may have a positive 

impact on weight-related outcomes. However, more research is needed to evaluate these 

relationships. 

Sleep quality 

 Poor sleep quality (e.g., disturbed sleep, short sleep duration) is not uncommon 

during pregnancy with a recent meta-analysis reporting 46% of pregnant women 

experience poor sleep (scores of ³5 on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index).250 Pregnant 

women often experience poor sleep quality in the first trimester and report even worse 

sleep in the third trimester.250,251 Poor sleep quality has been associated with an increased 

risk of preterm birth,252 cesarean section and longer labor duration,253 and has been 

reported to be a risk factor for depression in both the prenatal and postpartum periods.254–

257 The relationship between sleep quality and birth/maternal health outcomes during 

pregnancy is not fully understood, as there is a dearth of literature in this area.  
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Several studies, in non-pregnant adult populations, have investigated the impact 

of sleep quality on weight outcomes with findings supporting a strong link between sleep 

restriction and weight gain or the development of obesity.126–129 In pregnant women, this 

relationship remains undetermined in part due to the poor amount of published literature 

related to sleep quality and weight gain during pregnancy. In a large cohort study 

investigating the impact of sleep duration on the development of diabetes in non-pregnant 

women enrolled in the Nurses Health Study (N=70,026), findings suggest both short (£5 

hours) and long (³ 9 hours) sleep durations were associated with an increased risk of 

diabetes diagnosis.258 This association was no longer significant in short duration sleepers 

after controlling for BMI which may suggest that weight gain plays an important role 

between the relationship among sleep restriction and the development of diabetes. In 

other words, sleep restriction may predispose women to weight gain and thus contribute 

to the development of diabetes.  

Interestingly, an observational study in pregnant women suggested that longer 

sleep durations (³9 hours) reported by women were found to be protective against 

EGWG.259 Another study found that women who were overweight or obese before 

pregnancy and had EGWG had poorer sleep quality compared to normal and underweight 

women.260 Sleep quality in the last month of pregnancy was inversely associated with 

EGWG regardless of pre-pregnancy BMI. However, these studies in pregnant women 

were observational, weight was self-reported, and the sample size was low. Poor sleep 

quality during pregnancy has also been reported as a predictor of postpartum weight 

retention (PPWR). Findings in one study reported women who had a PPWR of at least 

5kgs of weight at 16-weeks postpartum were more likely to experience disturbed sleep, 
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later sleep times, and sleep disordered breathing during pregnancy compared to women 

who did not retain excess weight.261 An association with shorter sleep duration and higher 

PPWR has also been reported in some studies.262 There is a need for more intervention 

studies to investigate the relationship between sleep quality and EGWG in pregnant 

women.  

Sleep quality and prenatal yoga  

Currently few studies have investigated the impact of prenatal yoga on sleep 

quality in pregnant women. One randomized control trial tested a combined 12-week Tai 

chi/prenatal yoga intervention in depressed pregnant women (N=46) on depressive and 

anxiety symptoms and sleep disturbances compared to a wait-list control group 

(N=46).124 Pregnant women randomized to the Tai chi/prenatal yoga intervention 

experienced significantly greater reductions in depression, anxiety, and sleep 

disturbances compared to the control group. However, this study did not report on weight 

outcomes. Similar findings were reported in a pilot study investigating the impacts of a 

mindfulness-based yoga intervention on sleep in pregnant women.125 Pregnant women 

(N=15) in their second or third trimester were asked to attend a weekly mindfulness 

meditation and prenatal yoga class for seven weeks. Findings suggest women had less 

sleep disturbance, fewer nighttime awakenings, and less wake time at night at post-

intervention only for women who began the intervention in their second trimester. 

Though these findings are promising, this study was limited by a small sample size and 

did not report weight outcomes.  

Because sleep quality is impaired during pregnancy and may be related to weight 

outcomes, it is important to investigate strategies such as prenatal yoga to improve sleep 
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behaviors during pregnancy. There is also an important link between sleep quality, 

depressive symptoms and weight gain such that poor sleep quality has been associated 

with depressive symptoms263 and depressive symptoms have been associated with a 

higher risk of obesity.171,222 This potential relationship is illustrated in our model as an 

important pathway through which prenatal yoga may prevent EGWG. This relationship 

deserves further exploration in future studies. Though limited studies exist on the impact 

of prenatal yoga on sleep and weight outcomes, there are promising findings to 

demonstrate the potential for prenatal yoga to improve sleep outcomes. Prenatal yoga 

may be a strategy to improve sleep and thereby influence weight gain during pregnancy. 

However, more research to establish these relationships are needed.  

Discussion 

 The overwhelming amounts of pregnant women who gain above and beyond the 

IOM’s recommendation for healthy gestational weight underscores an urgent need to 

identify effective strategies to reduce or attenuate the rapid rates of weight gained during 

pregnancy.  However, emerging evidence highlighted throughout this paper suggests the 

complexities involved in EGWG during pregnancy. The model proposed here challenges 

the status quo regarding weight management strategies (i.e., typical diet/physical activity 

models). Behavioral, psychological/emotional, and physiological factors may all play 

major roles in the pathway to preventing EGWG. Prenatal yoga, or yoga in the general 

population, has not been widely regarded as a weight management tool like other 

physical activities (e.g., walking, running, swimming) and deserves further exploration. 

 Our model proposes several different pathways through which yoga may prevent 

EGWG. The first pathway is through behavioral factors including improved sleep and 
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diet behavior and mindfulness. These improvements alone may directly influence EGWG 

or may affect psychological/emotional factors which then impact EGWG or may 

influence physiological factors that may then affect EGWG. The second pathway is 

through psychological/emotional factors including increased self-awareness, emotion 

regulation, and mood and reduced stress. These factors may directly influence EGWG or 

may influence the behavioral factors that thereby affect EGWG. Finally, the third 

pathway is through physiological factors including reduced pregnancy discomforts and 

increased energy expenditure. These changes may directly influence EGWG or may 

influence behavioral factors that affect EGWG. We suggest further testing of this model 

to confirm pathways.  

 Other behavioral models have been developed to explain the pathway to EGWG 

in an effort to identify ways to promote optimal health during pregnancy. However, none 

have attempted to explain the potential mechanisms of yoga to prevent EGWG. One 

conceptual model developed by Hill et al., (2013) was created to explain the psychosocial 

risk and protective factors for EGWG.66 Similar to our model, Hill’s model describes 

several maternal psychological factors that influence GWG including self-esteem, anxiety 

and depression, stress, and past psychiatric history. They also included maternal physical 

activity and eating behaviors and suggest these behaviors are directly impacted by self-

efficacy and motivation to change weight management behaviors during pregnancy. In a 

model developed by Gard et al., (2014), researchers aimed to propose aspects of yoga 

that affect self-regulation.93 While this model was not developed to explain EGWG, the 

self-regulatory behaviors explained in the model may be related to weight outcomes. 

Their complex model outlines how yoga may influence stress responses, which influence 
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brain networks that inhibit factors such as negative appraisal, emotional reactivity, 

rumination, inflammation, muscle tension and pain, which ultimately lead to improved 

psychological and physical well-being. While no two models are the same, each can 

guide future research to begin to identify important mechanisms not only in the 

development of EGWG but also the mechanisms of strategies (especially prenatal yoga) 

to prevent EGWG. Effectiveness trials with strong methodological rigor are needed to 

test these relationships especially in pregnant women as a large amount of existing 

evidence is based on small pilot or preliminary studies.  

Conclusion 

 Excessive gestational weight gain (EGWG) is an important factor that may 

negatively impact maternal and child health outcomes. With the high proportions of 

pregnant women with EGWG and adverse risks associated with EGWG, it is imperative 

for researchers to identify effective strategies to prevent EGWG to encourage optimal 

maternal and child health outcomes. Though the literature supporting prenatal yoga as a 

weight management tool during pregnancy is lacking, there is considerable evidence to 

support the use of prenatal yoga to prevent EGWG. The model proposed here highlights 

important gaps in the literature and important areas for future exploration to confirm 

model pathways.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MANUSCRIPT #2: Investigating the feasibility and preliminary efficacy of a prenatal 

yoga intervention to prevent excessive gestational weight gain: A randomized controlled 

trial 

Introduction 

Nearly 50% of pregnant women experience excessive gestational weight gain 

(EGWG) during pregnancy.1 EGWG is weight gain above and beyond the Institute of 

Medicine (IOM) guidelines for healthy weight gain in pregnant women.4 There are a 

wide range of negative health implications resulting from EGWG including delivery 

complications,9 shorter duration of breast feeding,264 prenatal hypertensive disorders,13 

gestational diabetes,11,12 and large for gestational age infants.12  

Not only are there immediate and short-term negative health implications, but 

there are also long-term negative health implications that can affect the mother and infant 

for years to come. EGWG is a predictor of post-partum weight retention and can lead to 

long-term obesity in the mother and child.265–267 Infants born to mothers with EGWG are 

more likely to develop childhood obesity and have impaired cognition (i.e., executive 

functioning).17,268 A study by Oken et al., (2007) found that women who had EGWG, 

compared with inadequate GWG (i.e., gestational weight gain below the healthy range), 

had nearly a 4-fold increased odds of having an overweight child at age three.269 It is 

recommended that pregnant women (with normal pregnancies) engage in 20-30 minutes 

of moderate-intensity physical activity on all or most days of the week to help prevent 

EGWG and promote optimal birth outcomes.53 However, studies report most pregnant 

women do not meet these guidelines and are highly sedentary (e.g., engaged in sitting 
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activities).54,55 The negative health implications of EGWG (and a lack of physical 

activity) across the lifespan for the mother and child highlights a need to investigate 

strategies to help pregnant women prevent EGWG.  

To date, interventions to prevent EGWG have had mixed findings. A 2015 

Cochrane review examined randomized controlled trials testing diet or exercise (or a 

combination) to prevent EGWG and associated pregnancy complications.27 Based on 

pooled data from 24 studies (7,096 participants), there was an average reduced risk of 

EGWG by 20% [average risk ratio (RR) 0.80, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.73 to 0.87] 

for diet or exercise (or combined) interventions. Though this high-quality evidence 

demonstrates a positive effect, there was large heterogeneity among studies concerning 

type of intervention, type of participant, delivery of intervention, timing of measurement, 

commencement of intervention (i.e., trimester), intensity of intervention, and methods of 

monitoring or supervision. Some researchers suggest mental health factors (e.g., stress, 

depression) may impact the success of GWG interventions.28 Mental health factors such 

as stress may affect maternal behaviors that contribute to EGWG (e.g., poor diet, lack of 

physical activity). Additionally, the IOM has suggested that psychosocial factors (e.g., 

mental and emotional health) be considered in weight management interventions to 

improve their success during pregnancy.4 Identifying approaches that include physical 

activity while also addressing psychosocial health appears to be an appropriate next step 

in research that examines novel options for preventing EGWG. 

Yoga may be a feasible weight management strategy to help prevent EGWG and 

has yet to be explored as such during pregnancy. In the US, yoga is known as a form of 

exercise that includes physical postures, breath control, and meditation.240 There are 
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many types of yoga but yoga designed specifically for pregnant women is often referred 

to as prenatal yoga. Currently, there are no studies investigating the efficacy of prenatal 

yoga on EGWG. The bulk of the literature related to prenatal yoga highlights its benefits 

for mental health (e.g., improved mood, decreased depression and stress)43,72 and labor 

outcomes (e.g., shorter labor duration, decreased pain perception)73,74 but not for weight 

related outcomes during pregnancy.  Additionally, qualitative research related to prenatal 

yoga suggests pregnant women enjoy the self-care and physical strength aspects of 

prenatal yoga and are particularly enthusiastic about prenatal yoga and its benefits 

(physical, mental, and emotional).46  

 Though no studies have explored the utility of prenatal yoga to prevent EGWG, 

the data to support the use of yoga for weight management in non-pregnant populations 

are promising. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis on the effects of yoga on 

weight related outcomes concluded that yoga is a safe and effective intervention to 

reduce BMI in overweight/obese individuals.47 One study conducted in healthy middle-

aged adults found that regular yoga practice (at least once per week for one year) was 

associated with attenuated weight gain.75 Similarly, other studies have found that 

increased yoga practice was associated with a lower body mass index (BMI)76–78 and 

lower body weight.79,80  

The aforementioned studies underscore promising effects for yoga and weight 

management in non-pregnant populations, however studies in pregnant women are 

lacking. Therefore, prenatal yoga may provide potential advantages above and beyond 

other EGWG prevention strategies as it may increase mindfulness and self-regulatory 

behaviors that may address mental health concerns while concurrently providing a 
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moderate level of physical activity (i.e., 3-6 METs).40,41 Promoting optimal health during 

pregnancy is critical for the future health of the mother and child. As such, there is a need 

for studies to investigate weight management strategies that include physical activity (i.e., 

prenatal yoga) and effects on mental/emotional health parameters during pregnancy.  

As there are no prior studies examining prenatal yoga as a strategy for preventing 

EGWG, this study was designed to explore the feasibility (i.e., acceptability, demand) 

and preliminary efficacy of a 12-week prenatal yoga intervention on EGWG and 

mental/emotional health parameters in pregnant women. In a randomized controlled trial 

comparing prenatal yoga to a pregnancy education comparison group, we assessed 1) 

acceptability (defined as satisfaction, intent to continue use, perceived appropriateness), 

2) demand (defined as attendance/adherence), and 3) preliminary efficacy on GWG and 

factors expected to be putative mediators of GWG effects: mindfulness, emotion 

regulation, self-awareness, sleep quality, depression, anxiety, and perceived stress. We 

hypothesized that 1) at least 70% of the sample will report the intervention to be a 

satisfactory, useful, safe and appropriate modality to reduce EGWG (acceptability), 2)  at 

least 60% of participants in each group will attend 50% of classes (demand), and 3) 

pregnant women in the intervention group will experience less EGWG, have higher 

levels of mindfulness, emotion regulation, self-awareness, better sleep quality and lower 

levels of depression, anxiety, and perceived stress compared to pregnant women in the 

pregnancy education comparison group. Data from this study may inform future studies 

in this area. 

Methods 
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This study was a two-group, parallel, randomized feasibility trial of a 12-week 

prenatal yoga intervention vs. a pregnancy education comparison group with assessments 

at baseline (week 0) and post-intervention (week 12). The Institutional Review Board of a 

large university in the southwestern United States approved this study and all participants 

provided their consent to participate. Data collection occurred June 2018-May 2019.  

Power Calculations for Planned Sample Size 

An a priori power analysis was calculated to demonstrate statistical significance 

with a power of 80% based on a previous study that tested a nutrition and exercise 

intervention on EGWG in normal weight pregnant women (effect size .74, mean difference 

of 7.48 lbs between groups).270 The power analysis was conducted using G*power and 

after assuming a 20% attrition rate, 58 participants (N=29/arm) were needed to observe a 

significant effect.  

Recruitment 

 Participants were recruited from local perinatology and OBGYN clinics, WIC 

clinics and non-for profits. Women were notified by posted flyers or referrals from their 

health care provider. Participants were also recruited through paid and unpaid 

advertisements through social media (i.e., Facebook, Instagram) and email listservs of 

pregnancy organizations (e.g., MomDoc, Embry Women’s Health). Recruitment occurred 

June 2018-February 2019. See table 2 for eligibility criteria. 
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Table 2. Eligibility Criteria 
Inclusion: 
• Primiparous women 18-46 years of age 
• 12-24 weeks gestation at onset of intervention 
• Reside in the phoenix metropolitan area 
• Singleton pregnancy 
• English speaking 
• Wiling to sign a HIPAA release form for birth outcome information to research staff 
• Can attend at least one yoga or educational session per week for majority of 
intervention (i.e., at least 70% of sessions) 
• Do not plan on moving during intervention duration 
Exclusion: 
• Current alcohol or substance abuse 
• Engage in ≥150 min of physical activity 
• Participation in ≥30 min of yoga/week for previous six months      
• Pre-pregnancy BMI ≥40  
• Considered by healthcare provider to be "High-risk" and advised not to exercise 
     • High risk conditions: unexplained bleeding, placenta previa, preeclampsia, 
membrane rupture, incompetent cervix, cardiac or pulmonary disease, or pre-term 
labor 
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Procedures 

All interested participants were directed to complete a web-based eligibility 

screener (~15 minutes) via Qualtrics (Provo, UT). Eligible participants were asked to 

complete a phone appointment to be given additional information about the study. If they 

agreed to participate, women were sent an electronic informed consent and baseline 

questionnaires via Qualtrics and asked to schedule an in-person enrollment appointment. 

During the in-person enrollment appointment, the research team then allocated the 

participant to either the prenatal yoga or pregnancy education comparison group and 

provided women with study materials. 

A random number list with 1:1 allocation was generated by an independent 

researcher (not involved in data collection or analysis) using an online randomization tool 

to assign each eligible participant to a treatment condition. To conceal randomization, 

sequentially numbered, opaque sealed envelopes were opened to reveal study arm 

assignment at the time randomization. The lead researcher (JG) assigned participants to a 

treatment condition during the in-person enrollment appointment.  

Also during the enrollment appointment, participants were provided with study 

materials including: 1) study instructions, 2) schedule and location of classes, and 3) 

pregnancy safety handout (i.e., contraindications to yoga during pregnancy if in prenatal 

yoga group). Those assigned to the prenatal yoga group were given a Physical Activity 

Readiness Medical Examination for Pregnancy (PARmed-X for Pregnancy) form to 

complete with a physician prior to beginning the yoga classes. The PARmed-X for 

Pregnancy determines the safety or possible risk of exercising and if the individual needs 
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permission from their physician before engaging in an exercise program (i.e., prenatal 

yoga).  

Participants entered the study on a continual basis. Once women were enrolled in 

the study (despite group allocation), they were asked to sign up for classes using an 

online appointment scheduler. If participants were not signed up for class, the research 

team sent participants an email reminder to attend and sign-up for classes. At the end of 

the study (week 12), women were emailed a satisfaction survey via Qualtrics to assess the 

feasibility of the intervention. Participants in both groups received $10 at the completion 

of baseline assessments and $15 after completion of post-intervention assessments. 

Women were also provided with a small bag of diapers or wipes at each session that was 

attended.  

Interventions  

Prenatal yoga intervention group (YG). The research team including one MS-level 

500-hour registered yoga teacher (RYT) and one PhD-level 200-hour RYT developed six 

75-minute manualized prenatal yoga classes. Six classes were developed so that each class 

was repeated twice to enhance familiarity with the poses and prevent boredom. Each class 

was outlined as follows: 1) opening greeting/intention setting, 2) pranayama (i.e., breathing 

exercises), 3) warm-up/sun salutations (i.e., flowing sequence), 4) prenatal yoga sequence 

(e.g., combination of sun salutations, vinyasa (i.e., movement between poses), and 

standing, seated, and/or balancing poses), 5) cool-down 6) Savasana (i.e., final resting 

pose), and 7) class closing. Meditation and breath awareness (e.g., linking each movement 

with breath) were emphasized throughout each class. All classes focused on safety and 

alignment and incorporated modifications to poses/exercises as necessary (e.g., using a 
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yoga block, strap, or chair).271,272 Four certified yoga instructors (had at least a 200-hour 

Yoga Teacher Training (YTT) certificate) with experience teaching pregnant women 

instructed the manualized prenatal yoga classes. Each yoga instructor had a 1-hour training 

with the lead researcher (JG) and were provided with an outline of each class to use when 

teaching. The classes were offered at a local community wellness center with access to free 

parking. Two classes (one weekday evening and one weekend morning) were offered 

weekly. Women were asked to attend one class per week but could attend both if they wish. 

Additionally, women were provided with a yoga mat. 

Pregnancy education comparison group (CG). Women in the control group were 

asked to attend a weekly 75-minute group-based pregnancy education class. The class 

format included a didactic portion followed by group discussion. Women were given the 

book, Your Pregnancy and Childbirth, Month to Month, Revised Sixth Edition by the 

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG).273 The research team 

developed 12 classes based on educational materials published and publically available by 

ACOG and expertise from two OB/GYN’s. Class topics were developed for primiparous 

women and included (but were not limited to): fetal development, labor and delivery, 

developing a birth plan, financial considerations, and breast and formula feeding. A 

certified labor and delivery nurse and doula/lactation educator taught all pregnancy 

education classes. The classes were offered in a conference room on campus with access 

to free parking. Two classes (one weekday evening and one weekend morning) were 

offered weekly. Women were asked to attend one class per week but could attend both if 

they wish. 

Measures  
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 See Table 3 for a Summary of Data Collection. Participants in both groups received 

identical measurements. All baseline and post-intervention (week 12) assessments were 

self-reported online via Qualtrics. Attendance and weight using a research grade scale 

(Tanita WB-800S digital weight scale) were collected weekly prior to class. Pre-pregnancy 

weight was self-reported at study entry. Total GWG during the intervention was 

determined as the difference between week 1 and week 12 weight measurements. Weekly 

rate of GWG was determined by calculating the difference between weekly collected 

weights (e.g., week 2 – week 1, week 3 – week 2) and comparing the values to IOM 

guidelines (weekly rate of GWG). Participants were also asked to submit weekly logs to 

track physical activity, medication and/or psychotherapy use, pregnancy complications and 

adverse events.  
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Table 3. Summary of Data Collection     
Outcome Measure Measurement Tool Baseline 12-Weeks Post 
Acceptability       
Satisfaction Overall satisfaction survey   X 
Safety Overall satisfaction survey   X 
Perceived 
appropriateness Overall satisfaction survey   X 
Intent to continue to use Overall satisfaction survey   X 
Demand       
Adherence Attendance Weekly 
Preliminary effects       
Gestational weight gain TANITA scale Weekly 
Mindfulness Mindful Attention Awareness Scale X X 
Emotion regulation Emotion Regulation Questionnaire X X 

Self-awareness 
Self-Awareness Outcomes 

Questionnaire X X 
Sleep quality Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index X X 
Depression Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale X X 
Anxiety State-Trait Anxiety Inventory X X 
Perceived Stress Perceived Stress Scale X X 
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Mindfulness 

The Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) is a valid and reliable measure 

with good internal consistency (α=.80-.87).274 This scale includes 15-items and measures 

the extent to which individuals are able to maintain awareness of present-moment 

experience. Scores range between 1-6 with higher scores reflect higher levels of 

mindfulness. The internal consistency for the current study was within good ranges 

(α=.86) 

Emotion regulation 

The Emotional Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ) is a valid 10-item scale used to 

measure an individual’s tendency to regulate their emotions by two strategies (i.e., 

cognitive reappraisal and expressive suppression).275 Scores range from 1-7. The higher 

the scores, the greater the use of the emotional regulation strategy. The internal consistency 

for the current study was within good ranges for both subscales (α=.84-.89) 

Self-awareness 

 The Self-Awareness Outcomes Questionnaire (SAOQ) consists of 38 items 

measuring 4 subscales (reflective self-development, acceptance, proactive at work, 

emotional costs).276 The SAOQ assesses the frequency with which respondent’s 

experience outcomes related to the development of self-awareness and identifies the main 

impacts of self-awareness on people’s day-to-day lives. All four subscales are reliable 

with Cronbach alphas ranging from α=0.77-.87. Scores range from 1-5 with higher scores 

representing a greater frequency of experienced outcomes. The internal consistency for 

the current study was within good ranges for the reflective self-development and 
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acceptance subscales (α=.80-.83) and below acceptable ranges for the proactive at work 

and emotional costs subscales (α=.60-.68). 

Sleep quality 

The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)  is a 19-item questionnaire that 

includes subscales for subjective sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, sleep 

disturbance, habitual sleep efficiency, daytime dysfunction and use of sleep 

medications.277 The PSQI is a reliable measure (α=0.74) in pregnant women.278 The PSQI 

includes a range of question types such as: 1) fill in the blank and 2) Likert scales with 

four ordinal answers (e.g., not during the past month to three or more times a week; no 

problem at all to a very big problem; very good to very bad). Seven component scores are 

produced to calculate a final global score ranging from zero to 21. Higher global PSQI 

scores indicate worse sleep quality. The internal consistency for the current study was 

within acceptable ranges (α=.74). 

Depression 

Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) is a 10-item scale used to assess 

participants at risk for perinatal depression and is a reliable (α=.87) and valid tool.279 

Scores range from 0-30 with scores of 12 or greater indicating probable depression. The 

internal consistency for the current study was within excellent ranges (α=.90). 

Anxiety 

The State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) yields scores indicating levels of both 

trait (Form Y-1) and state anxiety (Form Y-2) and is reliable and valid measure of 

anxiety in pregnant population.280 Both forms of the STAI include 20 statements on a 

four-point Likert scale. Form Y-1 instructs participants to select the appropriate answer 
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concerning how they feel right now. Response types on Form Y-1 include: 1=not at all, 

2=somewhat, 3=moderately so, and 4=very much so. Form Y-2 instructs participants to 

select the appropriate answer concerning how they generally feel. Response types on 

Form Y-2 include: 1=almost never, 2=sometimes, 3=often, and 4=almost always. Scores 

range from 20 to 80 with higher scores indicating greater anxiety. The internal 

consistency in the current study for Form Y1 and Y2 were in excellent ranges (α=.93-

.94). 

Perceived stress 

The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) includes 10-items that measure the degree of 

self-appraised stress in one’s life within the past month.281,282 The PSS is a reliable and 

valid measure that has demonstrated Cronbach’s α=.84 and good construct validity in 

pregnant women. Scores range from 0-40 with higher scores indicating higher levels of 

perceived stress. The internal consistency for the current study was within excellent 

ranges (α=.90). 

Statistical Analysis  

Data were analyzed following intention to treat (ITT) principles and completer only 

analyses (i.e., those who completed at least 50% of sessions). After data were confirmed 

as normally distributed, we used chi-square analyses and t-tests to analyze demographic 

and participant characteristics. To assess feasibility, we produced descriptive statistics and 

frequencies reports to estimate the acceptability and demand of the prenatal yoga 

intervention. The average number of prenatal yoga sessions completed and the proportion 

of withdrawals determined adherence to the program. Independent t-tests were used to 

examine change in total GWG and average weekly change in rate of GWG (compared to 
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IOM guidelines) between intervention and control groups. For the second and third 

trimesters, the IOM recommends an average rate of weight gain of 1lb/week for normal 

weight, .6 lbs/week for overweight, and .5 lbs/week for obese individuals.283 

We used linear mixed models (LMM) to analyze pre-post changes in primary (i.e., 

weight gain during pregnancy) and secondary (i.e., mindfulness, emotion regulation, self-

awareness, sleep quality, depression, anxiety, and stress) outcomes. Mixed models are an 

extension of linear regression that allows for the analysis of repeated measures (e.g., 

weight) without excluding cases with missing data due to multiple imputation. For weight 

outcomes, model building steps included entering stepwise into the model: time (weeks 1-

12), group (intervention vs control), and group x time interaction to assess whether overall 

weight varied by group membership across time. We also tested for quadratic (time) trends 

in the model. For our secondary outcomes, model building steps included entering stepwise 

into the model: time (pre- and post-intervention), group (intervention vs control), and group 

x time interaction to assess whether mental/emotional health indices varied by group 

membership across time. We used the maximum likelihood estimation procedures and all 

models were adjusted for age, race, ethnicity, income, education, gestational age at 

enrollment, and pre-pregnancy BMI. All statistical procedures and analyses were 

conducted using SPSS 25.0. 

Results 

 A total of 247 participants were assessed for eligibility (See Figure 2 for 

Enrollment Flow Diagram) and 198 were excluded from the study. The most common 

reason for ineligibility (n=69) was women being multiparous (i.e., giving birth to more 

than one child). Forty-nine participants were randomized to the control (N=26) or 
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intervention (N=23) groups. It is unknown why women chose to not participate in the 

study after allocation. Women would sign up for classes and no show and/or were not 

responsive to outreach by the research team. Fifteen participants in each group were 

considered completers (attended at least 50% of sessions) and 16 participants in each  

group completed post-intervention assessments. 
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Participant characteristics 
 

Table 4 describes the demographics and participant characteristics of study 

participants by group allocation. There were no significant differences between groups on 

any variable. The majority of the sample was White, European-American, or Caucasian, 

had a normal weight pre-pregnancy BMI, held full-time employment, and was married. 
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Table 4. Demographic Characteristics of Study Participants (N=49) 

    
Control 
(N=26) 

Intervention 
(N=23)  

Variable N % N % P 
Age M (SD) 27.21 (5.15) 26 (3.96) 0.43 
Ethnicity           
  Hispanic 10 38.5 12 52.2 0.34 
Race         0.29 
  American Indian or Alaskan Native 2 7.7 2 8.7   
  Asian or Asian American 3 11.5 0 0.0   
  White, European-American, or Caucasian 15 57.7 17 73.9   
  Black, African-American, or Native African 1 3.8 1 4.3   
  Bi-racial or Multi-racial 2 7.7 3 13.0   
  Prefer not to respond 3 11.5 0 0.0   
Income         0.16 
  <$20,000 per year 9 34.6 4 17.4   
  $20,000 - $34,999 per year 4 15.4 6 26.1   
  $35,000 - $49,999 per year 1 3.8 5 21.7   
  $50,0000 - $74,999 per year 4 15.4 5 21.7   
  $75,000 - $99,999 per year 6 23.1 3 13   
  >$100,000 per year 2 7.7 0 0   
Education         0.91 
  Less than high school 1 3.8 0 0   
  High school diploma 2 7.7 1 4.3   
  Some college 7 26.9 7 30.4   
  Associates/2-year degree 2 7.7 3 13   
  Bachelors/4-year degree 11 42.3 9 39.1   
  Graduate school or above 3 11.5 3 13   
Marital status         0.40 
  Single 4 15.4 2 8.7   
  Partnered/In a relationship 10 38.5 6 26.1   
  Married 12 46.2 15 65.2   
Employment status         0.25 
  Employed full time (40+ hours/week) 14 53.8 13 56.5   
  Employed part-time (up to 39 hours/week) 2 7.7 6 26.1   
  Unemployed and currently looking for work 2 7.7 0 0   
  Unemployed and not currently looking for work 0 0 1 4.3   
  Student 6 23.1 2 8.7   
  Self-employed 1 3.8 1 4.3   
  Other  1 3.8 0 0   
Pre-pregnancy BMI         0.97 
  Normal 15 57.7 14 60.9   
  Overweight 7 26.9 6 26.1   
  Obese 4 15.4 3 13   
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Acceptability 

See table 5 for Satisfaction Survey Responses. Approximately 94% (N=15/16) of 

intervention group participants indicated that they somewhat or very much enjoyed the 

prenatal yoga sessions. All intervention group participants (N=16) agreed or strongly 

agreed that they were satisfied with participating in the prenatal yoga sessions and the 

majority (87.5%, N=14/16) agreed or strongly agreed that they were satisfied with the 

teachers of the prenatal yoga sessions. Seventy-five percent (N=12/16) agreed or strongly 

agreed that prenatal yoga helped them to better regulate their emotions, increased their 

self-awareness, and made them more mindful. Approximately 56% (N=9/16) of 

intervention group participants agreed or strongly agreed that prenatal yoga helped them 

manage their weight during pregnancy and 25% were neutral (N=4/16). No injuries or 

adverse events related to participation in prenatal yoga were reported.  
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Table 5. Satisfaction Survey Responses (N=16)   
    N % 
Overall, how much did you enjoy the prenatal yoga sessions?  
  Very much 11 68.8 
  Somewhat 4 25.0 
  Not at all 1 6.3 
I felt that 75 minutes per week of prenatal yoga was: 
  About right 14 87.5 
  Too little 2 12.5 
I am satisfied with participating in the prenatal yoga sessions. 
  Strongly Agree 13 81.3 
  Agree 3 18.8 
I am satisfied with the teachers of the prenatal yoga sessions. 
  Strongly Agree 12 75.0 
  Agree 2 12.5 
  Neutral 1 6.3 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
The prenatal yoga sessions were easy to follow.   
  Strongly Agree 11 68.8 
  Agree 3 18.8 
  Neutral 2 12.5 
Prenatal yoga has helped me to regulate my emotions better (e.g., feelings of stress, 
anxiety, or depression). 
  Strongly Agree 8 50.0 
  Agree 4 25.0 
  Neutral 3 18.8 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
Prenatal yoga increased my self-awareness.   
  Strongly Agree 7 43.8 
  Agree 5 31.3 
  Neutral 3 18.8 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
Prenatal yoga has made me more mindful.   
  Strongly Agree 7 43.8 
  Agree 5 31.3 
  Neutral 3 18.8 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
The prenatal yoga helped to manage my weight gain during pregnancy. 
  Strongly Agree 3 18.8 
  Agree 6 37.5 
  Neutral 4 25.0 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
  Strongly Disagree 2 12.5 
Prenatal yoga helped me sleep better.     
  Strongly Agree 5 31.3 
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  Agree 6 37.5 
  Neutral 3 18.8 
  Disagree 2 12.5 
Participating in prenatal yoga helped me make healthier choices overall. 
  Strongly Agree 4 25.0 
  Agree 4 25.0 
  Neutral 7 43.8 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
Prenatal yoga helped me feel more connected to my baby. 
  Strongly Agree 6 37.5 
  Agree 6 37.5 
  Neutral 4 25.0 
It was easy to find the time to do prenatal yoga.   
  Strongly Agree 5 31.3 
  Agree 4 25.0 
  Neutral 6 37.5 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
I will continue participating in prenatal yoga in the future. 
  Strongly Agree 8 50.0 
  Agree 6 37.5 
  Neutral 1 6.3 
  Disagree 1 6.3 
I recommend participating in prenatal yoga to other pregnant women. 
  Strongly Agree 13 81.3 
  Agree 3 18.8 
The weekly log was easy to complete.     
  Strongly Agree 11 68.8 
  Agree 4 25.0 
  Neutral 1 6.3 
Did you participate in prenatal yoga at home?   
  Yes 5 31.3 
  No 11 68.8 
Did you enjoy doing prenatal yoga at home?   
  Yes 5 100 
What barriers kept you from attending the prenatal yoga sessions? 
  None 2 12.5 
  Work 12 75.0 
  Travel related 8 50.0 
  Pregnancy related symptoms (i.e. nausea, fatigue) 7 43.8 
  Other 2 12.5 
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Demand 

 In both the intervention and control groups, 75% (N=15/20) of participants 

attended at least 50% of classes (6/12) after removing dropouts or those who never 

started the study. The number of participants attending weekly sessions by group is 

depicted in Figure 3. On average, the control group attended 7.09 (SD = 3.46) classes and 

the intervention group attended 8.84 (SD = 3.85) classes. The majority of intervention 

group participants (N=14/16) felt that the 75 minutes per week of prenatal yoga was 

‘about right’. Approximately, 88% of intervention group participants (N=14/16) plan on 

participating in prenatal yoga in the future and all agreed or strongly agreed that they 

would recommend prenatal yoga to other pregnant women.  
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Figure 3. Percentage of Participants Attending Weekly Sessions by Group 
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Preliminary efficacy 

 Findings from both ITT and completer-only analysis testing group differences on 

total GWG and rate of GWG throughout the 12-week intervention were not significant 

(See Figure 4 and 5). Findings from completer-only analysis demonstrated no significant 

difference in total GWG in the control group (M 13.65 ± 4.93) compared to the 

intervention group (M 13.04 ± 4.26, p=.72, d=.13) and no significant difference in 

average rate of GWG change between groups (p=.93). Similarly, findings from ITT 

analysis demonstrated no significant difference in total GWG in the control group (M 

13.97 ± 11.51) compared to the intervention group (M 13.48 ± 4.42, p=.87, d=.06) and in 

average rate of GWG change between groups (p=.74). Note that rate of GWG change is 

the weekly amount of weight above/below the recommended guidelines (e.g., a positive 

value indicates GWG above the recommended value). 
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Figure 4. Total GWG During the Intervention in Completer Only and ITT Analysis  
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Figure 5. Rate of GWG Change in Completer Only and ITT Analysis  
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Findings from the mixed models analysis testing the difference in weight by 

group across time were not significant for both completer only and ITT analyses (See 

Table 6). There was no difference in weight by group (p=0.21) or time x group 

interaction (p=0.70) for completer only analysis. There was no difference in weight by 

group (p=0.70) or time x group interaction (p=0.76). Additionally, there was not a 

significant quadratic trend found for either analysis.  
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Table 6. Mixed Model Analysis of Differences in Weight by Group Across Time 
  Completer Only Analysis ITT Analysis 
  β SE p 95% CI β SE p 95% CI 
Intercept 146.36 6.38 0.00 (133.33, 159.39) 154.15 5.67 0.00 (142.71, 165.59) 
Time (linear) 1.24 0.11 0.00 (1.02, 1.46) 1.23 0.10 0.00 (1.03, 1.43) 
Group 11.65 9.02 0.21 (-6.78, 30.08) 3.23 8.43 0.70 (-13.77, 20.24) 
Time * Group -0.06 0.15 0.70 (-0.37, 0.25) -0.05 0.14 0.76 (-0.34, 0.25) 
Time (quadratic) 0.00 0.01 0.64 (-0.02, 0.03) 0.00 0.01 0.72 (-0.02, 0.02) 
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Findings from the mixed models analysis testing the difference in secondary 

outcomes (i.e., mindfulness, emotion regulation, self-awareness, sleep quality, 

depression, anxiety, and stress) were not significant for all outcomes with the exception 

of a time x group interaction effect for perceived stress (β=-2.85, SE=1.29, p=0.03) in the 

ITT analysis (See Figure 6 and Table 7). When computing the completer only analysis, 

the time x group interaction effect for perceived stress became insignificant (p=0.06). 

Though differences between groups were not significant, pre-post changes were moving 

in the expected directions for all outcomes in the intervention group (See Table 8). 
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Figure 6. Pre-post Differences in Stress by Group Across Time 
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Table 7. Mixed Model Analysis of Differences in Stress by Group Across Time 
  Completer Only Analysis  ITT Analysis 
  β SE p 95% CI   β SE p 95% CI 
Intercept 14.47 1.89 0.00 (10.68, 18.25)   15.43 1.72 0.00 (12.01, 18.85) 
Time (linear) 1.33 0.82 0.11 (-0.34, 3.00)   1.34 0.91 0.15 (-0.51, 3.19) 
Group 2.24 2.68 0.41 (-3.13, 7.61)   2.12 2.49 0.40 (-2.83, 7.07) 
Time * Group -2.31 1.17 0.06 (-4.71, 0.09)   -2.85 1.29 0.03 (-5.47, -0.22) 
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Table 8. Baseline and Post-Intervention Mean Scores of Secondary Outcomes by Group 

  Baseline   Post-intervention   

  Control Intervention   Control Intervention   

  M SD M SD   M SD M SD d 
Mindfulness 4.39 0.71 4.39 0.85   4.33 0.81 4.55 0.91 0.26 
Emotion regulation                     
     Cognitive reappraisal 5.35 1.10 4.68 1.15   5.21 0.91 4.86 1.16 0.34 
     Expressive suppression 3.21 1.48 2.99 1.41   3.03 1.32 2.91 1.29 0.10 
Self-awareness                     
     Reflective self-development 3.86 0.44 3.84 0.53   3.81 0.35 3.88 0.59 0.14 
     Acceptance 3.96 0.48 3.94 0.61   3.94 0.45 4.08 0.54 0.28 
     Proactive at work 3.81 0.49 3.83 0.49   3.70 0.47 3.75 0.65 0.09 
     Emotional costs 3.14 0.59 3.08 0.50   3.02 0.33 2.96 0.43 0.16 
Depression 9.31 5.19 8.78 5.02   8.06 4.51 5.75 4.43 0.52 
Stress 16.77 6.31 16.04 7.70   17.31 4.77 13.88* 6.05 0.63 
Anxiety                     
     State 34.62 10.23 35.57 11.73   37.75 10.82 33.00 10.25 0.45 
     Trait 37.12 9.78 36.17 10.46   39.13 9.98 33.13 9.61 0.61 
Sleep quality 7.65 4.15 6.35 2.89   7.00 3.50 6.00 3.33 0.29 
*Significant time x group interaction for ITT analysis (p=.03)            
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Discussion 

 The results of this pilot randomized feasibility trial demonstrated that prenatal 

yoga may be an acceptable modality to reduce EGWG during pregnancy. Our findings 

suggest high acceptability with nearly all participants indicating enjoyment and 

satisfaction in prenatal yoga. The majority of participants attended at least half of the 

sessions offered during the intervention and indicated that they plan to participate in 

prenatal yoga in the future and would recommend prenatal yoga to other pregnant 

women. We did not find any significant effect of our intervention on GWG during 

pregnancy. Perceived stress scores were lower in the intervention group at post-

intervention compared to the control group but this finding was not significant in the 

completer-only analysis. Though we were only able to observe a minimal effect across 

our outcomes, we did see changes in the expected directions. The findings in this study 

was limited by insufficient power and further efficacy testing is warranted. 

Acceptability 

 We met our benchmark of having at least 70% of the sample report prenatal yoga 

was a satisfactory and useful modality to reduce EGWG with no reports of injury or 

adverse events.  Approximately 94% of participants enjoyed prenatal yoga and all 

participants were satisfied with participating in prenatal yoga. These findings are similar 

to a 10-week prenatal yoga intervention to treat clinical depression in pregnant women 

(N=34).82 Women were asked to attend a weekly 75-minute prenatal yoga class and 

reported high satisfaction with no injuries reported at the end of the intervention. 

However, this study did not report where the yoga classes were conducted. Another study 

tested the impact of an 8-week prenatal yoga intervention (75-minute classes) compared 
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to a treatment as usual group on depression and anxiety during pregnancy (N=46). 

Findings suggest high levels of satisfaction (M score of 28.15/32 on the client satisfaction 

questionnaire) and credibility (M score of 40.95/49 on the credibility scale) with the 

prenatal yoga classes.284 No adverse outcomes relating to prenatal yoga were reported in 

this study and information on where the class was offered was not provided. A study by 

Beddoe et al. (2009) tested the feasibility of a 7-week mindfulness yoga intervention (75-

minute classes) on pain, stress, and anxiety in pregnant women (N=16).271 Approximately 

94% of women in this study reported being satisfied with the class, 50% reported they 

were taking better care of themselves, and 50% thought attending class was easy. This 

study also did not report where the yoga classes were conducted. Though our study was 

the first to test the feasibility of prenatal yoga on weight outcomes during pregnancy, our 

findings are similar to other prenatal yoga interventions for pregnant women. Prenatal 

yoga appears to be a highly accepted activity during pregnancy with high satisfaction 

rates and no safety concerns. However, more studies testing prenatal yoga on weight 

outcomes are needed to replicate these findings.  

Demand 

We met our benchmark for demand with 75% of the sample having attended at 

least 50% of classes (6/12) throughout the intervention. These findings are similar to the 

aforementioned 10-week prenatal yoga intervention to treat clinical depression during 

pregnancy.82 On average, participants attended 50% of sessions (5/10). The attrition rate 

in this study was approximately 35%, which is comparable to the attrition rate in our 

study (30%). The 8-week prenatal yoga intervention on symptoms of depression and 

anxiety described above, reported much lower attrition rates and had better attendance to 
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the intervention compared to our study.284 The study reported a 13% attrition rate and 

participants attended an average of 72% (5.76/8) of classes. However, Davis et al. (2015) 

intervention was shorter than our current study (8 weeks vs 12 weeks). Beddoe et al. 

(2009) study testing a 7-week mindfulness yoga intervention (75-minute classes) on pain, 

stress, and anxiety in pregnant women did not report attendance or attrition rates.271 

Implementing interventions during pregnancy can be challenging partially because of the 

unique challenges (e.g., fatigue, weight gain, joint/ligament pain, nausea, mood swings) 

that pregnant women face and may limit their ability to attend classes. It is also important 

to consider where the prenatal yoga classes are offered (e.g., hospital/clinic, wellness 

center, yoga studio, fitness center) as this may influence participant adherence. None of 

the studies described above reported where the prenatal yoga classes were conducted. 

Future studies evaluating prenatal yoga may benefit from investigating evidence-based 

strategies to encourage adherence to the intervention such as enhancing motivation, 

providing education, goal setting, and self-monitoring. Additionally, studies are 

encouraged to report information regarding the location of implementation of the 

intervention.  

Preliminary efficacy 

 We hypothesized that participants in the prenatal yoga group would have less 

overall GWG, higher levels of mindfulness, emotion regulation, self-awareness, better 

sleep quality and lower levels of depression, anxiety, and perceived stress compared to 

those in the control group. However, we did not observe any significant effect on any 

outcomes with the exception of perceived stress (ITT analysis only).  
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 To our knowledge, there have been no studies conducted to test the impact of 

prenatal yoga on weight outcomes during pregnancy. We did not find a significant 

difference between groups on total GWG or rate of GWG during the 12-week 

intervention. Perhaps comparing the difference in total GWG across pregnancy (i.e., 

difference in pre-pregnancy weight from last weight prior to delivery) would provide a 

more complete representation of GWG. However, the current study did not have these 

data available. Interestingly, while our statistical analysis demonstrated no effect on 

GWG outcomes, the majority of women reported otherwise on the post-intervention 

satisfaction survey. When asked if prenatal yoga helped to manage weight gain during 

pregnancy, 56.3% of participants strongly agreed or agreed that prenatal yoga helped to 

manage weight gain during pregnancy. Additionally, half of participants reported that 

participation in prenatal yoga helped them to make healthier choices overall. Conducting 

long-term studies across the entire pregnancy time course as well as during the post-

partum period are highly warranted to examine the impact of prenatal yoga on weight 

outcomes before and after pregnancy.  

 When testing for effects on mindfulness, emotion regulation, self-awareness, 

sleep quality, depression and anxiety, we did not observe a significant difference between 

groups and/or across time. Several studies testing these outcomes in pregnant samples 

have reported significant differences favoring the yoga intervention.42,73,74,166 Though the 

lack of power (post-hoc analysis determined power of .05) in our study limits the 

potential to observe an effect across these outcomes, there were improvements or 

reductions in outcomes in the expected direction with moderate effect sizes on some 

variables. On average at post-intervention, we observed the following changes: 
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mindfulness scores were higher; cognitive reappraisal was higher and expressive 

suppression was lower (emotion regulation); reflective self-development and acceptance 

of self-and others was higher and emotional costs were lower (self-awareness); sleep 

quality was better; depression was lower (moderate effect size); and anxiety (small to 

moderate effect sizes) was lower. Furthermore, on the post-intervention satisfaction 

survey women were asked if they felt that prenatal yoga helped to regulate their emotions 

better (e.g., feelings of depression, anxiety, and stress), increase self-awareness and 

mindfulness, and improve their sleep. The majority of women answered favorably with 

75% indicating that prenatal yoga helped to regulate their emotions, increased self-

awareness and mindfulness, and 69% reported that prenatal yoga helped them sleep 

better. These findings support further testing of these outcomes, particularly those with 

moderate effect sizes (depression and anxiety), in future fully powered studies as they 

may have important implications on GWG outcomes during pregnancy. 

 Finally, our mixed model results indicated a significant decrease in stress in the 

prenatal yoga group at post-intervention compared to the control group. We also 

observed a moderate effect size (d=.63). These findings are similar to other prenatal yoga 

studies.73,74,101 The aforementioned study by Beddoe et al. (2009) also found greater 

reductions in stress for women in their third trimester.271 However, this study did not 

have a control group and had a small sample size. Another study conducted in India 

investigated the effects of prenatal yoga on stress and found a 31.57% reduction in the 

yoga group (N=45) compared to an increase in 6.6% in the control group (N=45).214 

However, this was a fairly intensive intervention. For the first four weeks of the 

intervention, women were asked to attend two-hour sessions three days/week. After the 
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first month, they continued to practice at home for one hour using a prerecorded 

instruction cassette. Participants had one-hour refresher classes every four weeks up to 28 

weeks gestation and every two weeks up to 36-weeks gestation. Stress outcomes have 

also been evaluated objectively in pregnancy via salivary cortisol. In a RCT conducted in 

Taipei, 94 pregnant women were randomized to prenatal yoga (N=48) or a routine care 

control (N=46) group for 20-weeks (70-minute sessions).100 Findings suggest a 

significant reduction in cortisol levels after yoga practice compared to controls. These 

data and ours reported here highlight that prenatal yoga may have the potential to reduce 

both objective and self-report measures of stress. Stress levels may play a particularly 

important role in GWG during pregnancy as there has been evidence to suggest that high 

stress is related to poor diet144 and pregnant women reporting higher stress have been 

shown to consume energy-dense and nutrient-poor comfort foods145,146 which may 

promote central fat distribution.147 This increase in central fat distribution has been linked 

to cortisol production from chronic stress levels.147 There is a need to further explore 

these relationships in future trials.  

Limitations 

Though this study provides important insights related to GWG during pregnancy, 

there are several limitations that should be noted. First, our sample was homogeneous and 

from a middle-high socio-economic background and therefore our results may not be 

generalizable to the wider pregnant population. Future studies may consider including 

samples that are more diverse. Second, we did not have data on total GWG across 

pregnancy (i.e., difference between pre-pregnancy weight and last weight prior to 

delivery). At the time this study was conducted, not all women in the study had given 
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birth and the last weight prior to delivery was not yet available. Analyzing total GWG 

across pregnancy may better reflect the impact of the intervention on GWG. Third, this 

trial was not targeted to women who were at risk for EGWG (e.g., overweight or obese 

pre-pregnancy BMI) and may have limited the potential effectiveness of the trial. Future 

studies may consider targeting recruitment for at risk participants in order to observe a 

change in weight and/or make group comparisons by BMI status. Fourth, we had a small 

sample size in our study and therefore had insufficient power to detect a significant 

effect. Results of a post-hoc analysis confirmed lack of power (1-β) with a value of .05. 

Though we utilized mixed models, which improved power, there is a need for more 

rigorous studies that are fully powered to observe an effect. The results presented here 

should be interpreted based on low recruitment and not meeting power requirements. 

Finally, self-reported data used in this study presents inherent limitations including biased 

results, participant burden, potential data errors, and incorrect interpretation of survey 

question. Adding objective measures in addition to self-report measures may be less 

subject to bias. 

Future research suggestions 

 Based on the findings and important insights gained from our study, we offer 

suggestions for future research in this area. First, increase the frequency of prenatal yoga 

practice (e.g., 2-3 x per week) or encourage more home practice. Based on our study and 

others mentioned here, 75-minute sessions appear to be highly acceptable. However, it is 

unknown the optimal dose of prenatal yoga in order to reduce or attenuate EGWG but 

weight management studies in non-pregnant populations suggest a dose-response with 

higher activity levels associated with higher weight loss. Perhaps increasing the 
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frequency of prenatal yoga practice will have greater influence GWG outcomes. Second, 

a longitudinal design across the entire pregnancy time course may also have a greater 

influence on GWG and related mental/emotional health outcomes. GWG and 

mental/emotional health fluctuates across pregnancy and utilizing a longitudinal design 

may provide a better understanding of the change in these parameters across pregnancy 

and how prenatal yoga practice might influence these outcomes. Third, examine potential 

mechanisms of action on both a biologic/physiological (e.g., heart rate variability) and 

psychological (e.g., mindfulness) level concerning GWG outcomes. Fourth, test various 

settings (e.g., hospital/clinic, fitness center, community wellness center, yoga studio, 

online) of delivery of prenatal yoga on GWG and related outcomes. Many studies do not 

report where the intervention was delivered. Preferences of pregnant women and study 

outcomes may vary depending on the location used to deliver the intervention and may 

affect adherence. Finally, examine pregnancy and birth outcomes among pregnant 

women practicing prenatal yoga with and without EGWG. These findings may be 

especially important for clinicians, which can be used to establish guidelines and 

recommendations to improve pregnancy and birth outcomes.  

Conclusions 

This was the first study to test the feasibility and preliminary efficacy of prenatal 

yoga on EGWG during pregnancy. Pregnant women report high satisfaction with 

participation in prenatal yoga and report that prenatal yoga helps them to manage weight 

and make healthier choices overall. However, our findings not observe a significant effect 

on GWG outcomes. Importantly, this study highlights the impact of prenatal yoga on 

stress, which may have important implications for improving maternal and fetal health 
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outcomes. More studies with high methodological rigor are needed to test the effect of 

prenatal yoga on EGWG. The information provided here may inform future yoga 

research and study design concerning GWG outcomes during pregnancy. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MANUSCRIPT #3: An exploratory qualitative analysis of pregnant women’s experiences 

in a weight management prenatal yoga intervention 

Introduction 

 Over 36 million Americans in the United States practice yoga.285 Yoga is a system 

of physical postures and breathing exercises that aims to unite the mind, intellect, and 

self.286 Of late, yoga has been popularized in the United States as a form of exercise and 

has received attention in the media and among researchers in part due to the many 

documented benefits. Yoga has been investigated as a modality to treat a wide range of 

health problems including depression,287 cardiovascular disease,288 pain,289 diabetes,290 

and cancer291 in a variety of populations. Yoga may even have a positive effect on 

obesity,249 and other weight outcomes.47,75,79 During pregnancy, studies suggest that yoga 

(i.e., prenatal yoga) is safe and may improve mental health (e.g., depression, anxiety)42,292 

and birth and labor outcomes (e.g., pain, labor duration, preterm birth).293  

Despite the positive outcomes resulting from prenatal yoga, there is a lack of 

studies exploring pregnant women’s experiences of prenatal yoga especially concerning 

weight management during pregnancy. Qualitative research may provide further insight 

for the utility of interventions to because it may capture additional information that is 

overlooked in quantitative research including data related to attitudes, perceptions, 

beliefs, experiences, motivations, facilitators and barriers that may underlie behaviors. A 

bulk of the current qualitative research related to prenatal yoga is largely related to 

mental health. In depressed pregnant women, one study reported that prenatal yoga 

improves their mental health (e.g., depressive symptoms, stress) and that the physical 
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benefits (addressing pregnancy discomforts) provided contributed to their 

improvements.46 Women also reported that prenatal yoga was more beneficial for them 

than other types of physical activity because of the combination of mindfulness and 

feeling strong.46 Findings in another qualitative study reported that prenatal yoga helped 

pregnant women connect with their baby, build their mental health and well-being, and 

prepare them for birth.50 This data highlights that prenatal yoga provides benefits related 

to mental health, well-being, and even physical outcomes including a perceived ease of 

preparation for birth. However, there remains a gap in the literature related to pregnant 

women’s experiences and specific barriers/facilitators of prenatal yoga related to weight 

management. The experiences of pregnant women and an understanding of factors that 

contribute to program adherence are important for designing effective weight 

management programs during pregnancy. A qualitative inquiry exploring this 

phenomenon is warranted.  

We recently conducted a 12-week randomized pilot trial to determine the 

feasibility and preliminary efficacy of a prenatal yoga intervention on excessive 

gestational weight gain (EGWG; findings reported elsewhere).294 The findings 

contributed to our understanding of prenatal yoga as a weight management intervention 

to prevent EGWG. However, the contextual factors of a prenatal yoga intervention to 

prevent EGWG have not yet been explored. This information may inform future research 

to design appropriate and more successful programs to help pregnant prevent EGWG. As 

part of a larger study,294 we conducted interviews with pregnant women at the end of a 

12-week prenatal yoga intervention. The objectives of this study were to 1) examine and 

describe pregnant women’s experiences in a prenatal yoga intervention to prevent 
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EGWG, 2) explore pregnant women’s perceptions of prenatal yoga as a tool to help with 

weight management during pregnancy, and 3) identify facilitators and barriers to 

participation in a weight management prenatal yoga intervention during pregnancy. 

Methods 

Research Design  

This study is part of a larger study (i.e., parent study) that aimed to investigate the 

feasibility and preliminary efficacy of a 12-week prenatal yoga intervention to prevent 

EGWG.294 For the current study, we conducted qualitative interviews at post-intervention 

using a semi-structured interview guide with open-ended questions. Interviews were 

conducted between October 2018 and May 2019. The Institutional Review Board of a large 

university in the southwestern United States approved this study and all participants 

consented to participate.  

Participants 

All women who participated in the prenatal yoga intervention were asked to 

participate in an interview to glean further insights about the 12-week prenatal yoga 

intervention in relation to our aforementioned objectives. Inclusion criteria for the parent 

study were: 1) women between 18-46 years of age, 2) 12-24 weeks gestation at onset of 

intervention, 3) reside in the Phoenix Metropolitan area, 4) have a singleton pregnancy, 5) 

speak English, 6) can attend at least one prenatal yoga or educational session per week for 

majority of pregnancy (i.e., at least 70% of sessions), and 7) do not plan on moving during 

intervention duration. Women were included in the current analysis if they were assigned 

to the prenatal yoga arm of the study and indicated their interest in an interview at study 

completion.  
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Procedures 

At the end of the study (week 12), women were emailed a satisfaction survey via 

Qualtrics and were asked to participate (i.e., volunteer) in a brief interview to glean 

further insights about the feasibility of the intervention. Participants were asked to 

interview within seven to 10 business days from completion of the intervention. 

Participants agreeing to interview were asked to schedule a 20-30 minute phone or in-

person appointment (based on preference). Those indicating preference for an in-person 

interview were interviewed in a private room on-site at the wellness center where the 

prenatal yoga classes were offered. Prior to the interview participants were informed that 

the interview was anonymous, would last approximately 20-30 minutes, and would be 

recorded and transcribed. Women were compensated with $15 for completing the 

interview. 

Prenatal Yoga Intervention  

The details of the prenatal yoga intervention are reported elsewhere.294 Briefly, 

classes were 75 minutes in duration and offered twice weekly (one weekday evening class 

and one weekend morning class). Women were asked to attend one class per week but 

could attend both if they preferred. Each class included the following components: 1) 

opening greeting/intention setting, 2) pranayama (i.e., breathing exercises), 3) warm-

up/sun salutations (i.e., flowing sequence), 4) Prenatal yoga sequence (e.g., combination 

of sun salutations, vinyasa (i.e., movement between poses), and standing, seated, and/or 

balancing poses), 5) cool-down 6) Savasana (i.e., final resting pose), and 7) class closing. 

Meditation and breath awareness (e.g., linking each movement with breath) was 
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emphasized throughout each class. The prenatal yoga classes were conducted in a yoga 

room at a community wellness center (classes were only open to research participants).  

Measures  

We conducted semi-structured interviews at post-intervention related to our 

objectives.  The semi-structured interview guide explored the following: prenatal yoga 

during pregnancy, likes and dislikes of prenatal yoga (including duration of session, style, 

time of day, frequency etc.), the impact of prenatal yoga and GWG, mental state during 

pregnancy and impact on GWG, challenges and benefits of prenatal yoga during 

pregnancy, and perceived facilitators barriers to prenatal yoga participation (See Table 9 

for the interview guide).  
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Table 9. Semi-structured Interview Guide 
1. Can you tell me about your overall experience participating in prenatal yoga during 
this study? 

  a. Did your ability to practice prenatal yoga change over the course of your 
pregnancy?  

2. I am going to read a list of items to you and I would like you to tell me about how 
prenatal yoga has or has not impacted your life in these ways? 
  a. Self-awareness 
    i. How has prenatal yoga impacted your awareness with your body, mind, spirit? 
  b. Physical activity participation 

    i. How has prenatal yoga impacted your physical activity behaviors (outside of the 
yoga during the 12-week intervention)? 

  c. Eating behaviors 
    i. How has prenatal yoga impacted your eating behaviors? 
  d. Connection with baby 
    i. How has prenatal yoga impacted your connection to your baby? 
  e. Others? 
3. How do you believe that prenatal yoga helps manage weight gain during pregnancy, 
if at all?  
4. What does mindfulness mean to you? 
  a. How does mindfulness relate to yoga? 
  b. How does mindfulness relate to weight gain during pregnancy? 
5. What were the major challenges or barriers you experienced while practicing prenatal 
yoga? 
6. What helped or motivated you to practice prenatal yoga? 
7. What are your plans for future participation in yoga after delivery or in a future 
pregnancy? 
  a. How often will you participate? 
8. Would you recommend prenatal yoga for other pregnant women? Why or why not? 
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Analytic procedures  

The interviews were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, and uploaded and coded 

with QSR NVivo 12 (Cambridge, MA 2012), a qualitative analysis software package.  We 

summarized interview responses using an inductive approach to thematic analysis. A 

thematic analysis involves developing themes and categories from the interview 

transcripts.295 Generating codes using an inductive approach is a data-driven process that 

allows the researchers to identify themes without trying to fit into a preexisting coding 

frame or the researchers analytic preconceptions.295 After the interviews were transcribed 

the lead author (JG) “open coded” each transcript and developed a preliminary codebook. 

Open coding involves reading through the transcripts and recording notes of words, 

theories or short phrases of what is being said in the transcripts. After JG developed the 

codebook, she and another author (DJ) used the codebook to assign themes and propose 

additional themes as necessary. The authors compiled a list of the identified themes and 

met to discuss findings. Any duplications were removed and overlapping areas and 

similarities were combined to further refine the list. This process was repeated until authors 

reached agreement on major themes. A third author (JH) reviewed all themes and made 

suggestions for coding modifications. The final list of themes was finalized by consensus 

of all three authors. Descriptive statistics were used to describe the sample demographics 

using SPSS version 25. 

Results 

 In the parent study 23 women were allocated to the prenatal yoga arm. Of those, 

13 women chose to participate in an interview. Two women requested an in-person 

interview and the remaining women were interviewed over the phone. The interviews 
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lasted an average of 23.08 minutes. A total of 3 hours and 47 minutes of interview data 

were analyzed for themes. The average number of prenatal yoga sessions attended among 

the interview participants was M=10.31, SD= 2.81 (Min = 4, Max = 15).   

Participant characteristics 

Table 10 describes the demographics and participant characteristics of the 

interviewed study participants. The majority of the sample was Hispanic and White, 

European-American, or Caucasian. Most women had an annual income greater than 

$35,000, at least a Bachelors/4-year degree, were married, and employed fulltime. Just 

under half of the sample had a normal pre-pregnancy BMI.  
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Table 10. Demographic Characteristics of Study Participants (N=13) 
Variable N % 
Age M (SD) 27.6 (3.9) 
Ethnicity     
  Hispanic 8 61.5 
Race     
  American Indian or Alaskan Native 2 15.4 
  White, European-American, or Caucasian 7 53.8 
  Black, African-American, or Native African 1 7.7 
  Bi-racial or Multi-racial 3 23.1 
Income     
  <$20,000 per year 1 7.7 
  $20,000 - $34,999 per year 3 23.1 
  $35,000 - $49,999 per year 4 30.8 
  $50,0000 - $74,999 per year 4 30.8 
  $75,000 - $99,999 per year 1 7.7 
Education     
  Some college 3 23.1 
  Associates/2-year degree 2 15.4 
  Bachelors/4-year degree 6 46.2 
  Graduate school or above 2 15.4 
Marital status     
  Single 1 7.7 
  Partnered/In a relationship 2 15.4 
  Married 10 76.9 
Employment status     
  Employed full time (40+ hours/week) 8 61.5 
  Employed part-time (up to 39 hours/week) 3 23.1 
  Unemployed and not currently looking for work 1 7.7 
  Student 1 7.7 
Pre-pregnancy BMI     
  Normal 6 46.2 
  Overweight 5 38.5 
  Obese 2 15.2 
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Emerging themes 

 Twelve themes were identified among the data and were organized into the 

following categories: 1) Experiences of prenatal yoga (positive experience/enjoyment, 

pain relief, connecting to body), 2) prenatal yoga and weight (increased mindfulness/self-

awareness, increased physical activity, weight management), 3) barriers to prenatal yoga 

(physical body, commute/traffic, schedule), and 4) facilitators of prenatal yoga (healthy 

pregnancy, support from other pregnant women, the feeling from prenatal yoga). 

Experiences of prenatal yoga 

 Positive experience/enjoyment  

Women expressed having a positive experience participating in prenatal yoga and 

enjoying the program. Participants talked about looking forward to attending class and 

wanting to continue participating in prenatal yoga in the future. One woman shared: “So I 

really really really enjoyed doing yoga, and I'm planning on continuing as many sessions 

as possible.” Other women said that prenatal yoga has been a “very positive experience” 

and that they are a “huge fan of it [prenatal yoga]”. Another woman mentioned, “If it 

wasn't for this specific research, I would've probably not gotten to experience yoga the 

way I did and gotten to become aware of how beneficial it is.” Other women talked about 

being “grateful” for the experience and that they “liked everything about it.” 

 Pain relief 

 Women often cited that prenatal yoga helped with pain relief particularly related 

to their pregnancies. Many women stated that prenatal yoga helped with “pelvis and back 

aches” and even releasing tense muscles. Some women also mentioned that they were not 

having as many pain/pregnancy related symptoms compared to other pregnant women 
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they knew. One woman expressed this as: “So it [prenatal yoga] just really takes tension 

off the back and expanding your hips was really nice too. And overall, I have actually a 

couple friends that are pregnant around the same time as I am and they seem to just be 

having different experiences than I am... I understand pregnancies are different anyways 

but... They have a lot more pains and aches than I do.” Some women mentioned even 

practicing the poses at home to help alleviate pressure and pain in their bodies. Most of 

the women talked about the physical movement of prenatal yoga helping with pain relief 

but others mentioned that even the breathing techniques benefitted pain relief.  

 Connecting to body 

 Women talked about how prenatal yoga helped them to get “connected” or “in 

tune” with their bodies. They felt more conscientious of not only their own body but also 

the baby inside. One woman said, “I loved being challenged and trying to get in tune with 

my body, as well as being conscientious that there's a baby inside.” Another woman said, 

“Well you're really in tune with your body while you're practicing yoga. You're in tune to 

how your body's reacting, how your breathing is changing and how you're feeling.” 

Women also mentioned this connection to body helped them to “adjust” or “maneuver” 

their bodies during prenatal yoga to what felt good to their body.  

Prenatal yoga and weight 

 Increased mindfulness/awareness 

 Women mentioned that prenatal yoga increases “self-awareness” or 

“mindfulness” which helped women pay attention to what they are “putting into their 

bodies”. One woman said that, “It kind of goes back to that self-awareness of, if you're 

not paying attention to what you're putting in your body, and you're just eating whatever 
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you want, then obviously weight gain's going to be an issue. But if you're really 

intentional with what you eat, and think that through, and what it's going to do for your 

body, and what things are good and bad for your body”. Women also mentioned that 

increasing awareness or mindfulness also helped them to be more aware of how their 

eating would affect the health of their baby. Others expressed this increase in mindfulness 

related to being mindful of how much weight they are gaining and noticing when they are 

gaining too much or too little. One woman even shared that prenatal yoga helped her 

become more aware of poor eating behaviors and accepting that “it was not the best 

health move” and allowing herself to be more aware next time.  

 Increased physical activity 

 Women also spoke about prenatal yoga being a “workout” and that it helped them 

be more physically active. One woman said, “It [prenatal yoga] is a work out. It's not just 

stretching. It's definitely a workout. I'm feeling it when I'm sweating and my body's achy 

because I'm sore from certain stretches and poses.” Another said, “Just its physical 

activity. So that will help in and of itself. …And so in turn, I'm actually having more 

physical activity throughout the week.” One woman noted that her heart rate was elevated 

during class and that was “impactful toward weight”. Some even suggested that it would 

be important to practice prenatal yoga at least three times per week to have a greater 

impact on weight and that prenatal yoga is “good for you” because it is physical activity.  

 Weight management 

 Women mentioned that participation in the prenatal yoga classes helped them to 

not gain as much weight as they would have if they had not taken the classes. Some even 

spoke about prenatal yoga helping them to get stronger and that would help manage their 
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weight during pregnancy. One woman expressed this as, “I knew that I should do 

something during pregnancy to keep my weight and to be strong and, and I thought that 

yoga was the best way to do it.” Another talked about how prenatal yoga helped to 

“balance out weight gain”. 

Barriers to prenatal yoga 

 Physical body 

 Women mentioned that at times it was difficult performing some of the poses 

because of back or hip problems. One woman said, “I think it was just my physical body. 

Just, my hip pain and just having to put up with it was very irritating.” Another said, “In 

the beginning with my back problem, I had some difficulty doing some positions.” 

Women also mentioned that as their pregnancy progressed the classes became more 

difficult. One expressed this as, “Toward the end my hips were just not having a lot of the 

exercises. Because my son had, you know, dropped so early, I just felt it in my hips all 

the time.”  

 Commute/traffic 

 Some women had difficulty attending class because of a long commute or heavy 

traffic. One woman said, “I guess the commute, for me, was the biggest barrier.” Another 

said, “The only thing was on the weekends when the freeway is closed, it was taking me 

an hour to get there. So on Saturdays I just couldn't do that. It was a lot of traffic. It was a 

lot of road closures.” 

 Schedule 

 Women spoke about conflicts in their schedule that limited their ability to attend 

class. Some women mentioned work or doctor’s appointments that got in the way of 
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attending class. One woman said, “Sometimes the work scheduling, did kind of just go up 

and down, here and there.” Another woman mentioned “family events” or the “distraction 

of the holidays” that made it hard to attend class at times.   

Facilitators of prenatal yoga 

 Healthy pregnancy  

 Women frequently talked about having a healthy pregnancy was motivation for 

them to attend class. They mentioned that they knew prenatal yoga was good for their 

health and it would be good for the baby as well. One woman expressed this as, “My plan 

was never miss any session because I want everything that I was doing to help me and to 

help the baby to go healthy together”. Women also said they would attend class even if 

they were tired because they knew it would be beneficial. One woman stated, “Honestly, 

like thinking of the baby growing inside of me. So, any time that I did go to class, like I 

know that I was tired because I just got off work, you know. And I'm just like, well, this 

is beneficial for him, so I need to go. Just thinking about his well-being pushed me to go 

a lot of the time when I was, you know, super tired. And then same with like when I 

practiced at home. Even if it was five minutes, you know? It was definitely thinking 

about him and his health.” Women even mentioned that they would still try to attend 

class despite working late because prenatal yoga was “worth it” for them and the baby. 

 Support from other pregnant women  

 Women mentioned that the support received from other pregnant women in class 

motivated them to attend the prenatal yoga classes. Women liked seeing other pregnant 

women progressing in their practice. One said, “I think it was just the people. I felt really, 

I don't know I think that seeing other people that were pregnant going and seeing their 
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progression, it just motivated me to like want to be with them and progressing at the same 

time with them.” Other women mentioned that they enjoyed getting a few minutes 

before/after class to chat with women about their pregnancy and “sharing stories”. One 

mentioned that it was motivating to have the “peer pressure” of others in class and seeing 

others “trying their best” to practice prenatal yoga. Some said they were surprised at how 

much they enjoyed the “social aspect” of the classes.  

 The feeling from prenatal yoga 

 Many women talked about the feeling that they got from prenatal yoga was a 

major motivation to attend class. Many said that prenatal yoga made them “feel good” 

and that they appreciated how they felt after each session. One woman said, “I just ... I 

love the feeling. It makes me feel good. I love the way that I would feel to start my day. 

Another stated, “Just the way my body was feeling. Overall. I really appreciated how I 

felt after each session so I wanted to continue to feel like that. And when I didn't go I just 

felt like I was missing something.” Women who attended morning sessions spoke about 

how they liked the feeling from prenatal yoga because it “started their day off on the right 

foot”.  

Discussion 

 The objectives of this study were to 1) examine and describe pregnant women’s 

experiences in a prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG, 2) explore pregnant 

women’s perceptions of prenatal yoga as a tool to help with weight management during 

pregnancy, and 3) identify facilitators and barriers to participation in a weight 

management prenatal yoga intervention during pregnancy. We identified 12 themes that 

were organized into four main categories including: 1) Experiences of prenatal yoga 
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(positive experience/enjoyment, pain relief, connecting to body), 2) prenatal yoga and 

weight (increased mindfulness/self-awareness, increased physical activity, weight 

management), 3) barriers to prenatal yoga (physical body, commute/traffic, schedule), 

and 4) facilitators of prenatal yoga (healthy pregnancy, support from other pregnant 

women, the feeling from prenatal yoga). The findings of this study provided important 

insights particularly related to the utility of prenatal yoga as a tool for weight 

management during pregnancy.   

 Women frequently spoke about their positive experience practicing prenatal yoga, 

were enthusiastic about practicing prenatal yoga and expressed a high level of enjoyment. 

To date, no studies have evaluated the experiences of pregnant women participating in a 

prenatal yoga program to prevent EGWG. Qualitative studies assessing women’s 

experiences in a prenatal yoga program (not specific to EGWG) cited patient reported 

outcomes such as decreasing depression or perceived benefits of prenatal yoga, but did 

not specifically report any findings related to pregnant women’s enjoyment.46,296,297 

Satisfaction survey data from the parent study suggests that 94% (N=15/16) of 

participants enjoyed the prenatal yoga sessions294  and supports the findings reported 

here. The high level of enjoyment of prenatal yoga warrants the integration of prenatal 

yoga into other settings that provide care and/or services for pregnant women including 

clinics, prenatal care programs, and/or other healthcare facilities caring for pregnant 

women. There is extensive evidence that pregnant women (and other populations) are 

more likely to engage in a behavior when they enjoy them.45,298,299 Compared to other 

physical activities, prenatal yoga may be an activity that pregnant women are better able 

to adhere to because of the high level of enjoyment. A systematic review examining dose 
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of exercise interventions on GWG concluded that successful interventions had higher 

adherence and lower attrition rates.300 Perhaps adherence to prenatal yoga interventions 

may be better when compared to other activities,301 which would likely contribute to 

greater benefit especially in regard to preventing EGWG.  

 Pain relief also emerged as a main theme among interview participants and may 

contribute to program adherence. Commonly reported discomforts of pregnancy such as 

nausea, fatigue, back/pelvic pain, swelling, and headache231 may limit normal daily 

functioning.230 Confirmatory studies in pregnant women have reported that prenatal yoga 

may help with pelvic/back pain and even labor pains.102 Reducing pain during pregnancy 

may allow women to engage in more physical activity or may reduce the likelihood of 

their pain affecting normal daily functioning. Increasing weight gain during pregnancy 

may also be a contributor to pain and prenatal yoga could perhaps be a way to make the 

inevitable pain experienced during pregnancy more manageable. In non-pregnant 

populations, pain is commonly reported in those with greater weight.113–115,232,233 Future 

studies could investigate the relationship between pain and GWG in overweight or obese 

pregnant women. 

 Connecting to the body was another important theme identified among the data. 

These findings were similar to a recent qualitative study (analyzing free-text responses) 

in pregnant women that aimed to understand elements of yoga classes that would be 

useful or not useful for depressed pregnant women.296 Women wrote that they were able 

to “get more in touch” with their bodies and that they learned how to “feel” their body 

and how to listen to it.296 Because prenatal yoga draws attention to the present moment, it 

may provide an opportunity for women to reflect on the messages that their bodies are 
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sending them.82 Prenatal yoga may also give women a “safe space” to focus on self-care 

and their growing baby inside.302,303 Women in our study also mentioned how prenatal 

yoga helped them connect not only with the body but also with their breath and how they 

were feeling inside. A major focus of prenatal yoga (and yoga in general) is to remove 

distractions from the outside environment and focus internally on the self.304 Having a 

greater connection to the body may help women better respond to the somatic cues in 

their body and attend to their physical needs in a more responsive manner, which may 

have important implications for weight management during pregnancy.  

 Another major theme that emerged in relation to weight gain during pregnancy 

was the increased mindfulness/awareness that women experienced after participating in 

prenatal yoga. Alexander et al., (2013) reported similar findings in a qualitative study that 

explored the perceived benefits of yoga in older adults at risk for cardiovascular 

disease.305 Participants in this study reported that prenatal yoga helped support their 

efforts toward improving their diet by increasing their awareness. Participants spoke 

about how they had an increased awareness of body sensations and ate less and did not 

overeat when they felt full. Perhaps increasing mindfulness/awareness may be a strategy 

that to help women manage their weight by simply paying more attention to their health 

behaviors (e.g., what they are eating, level of activity). Increasing mindfulness/awareness 

of the behaviors one is engaging in may help pregnant women make healthier choices by 

paying attention to what their body needs (rather than wants). Women who are more 

mindful or aware may also be more concerned with how their behaviors are affecting 

their baby inside. Furthermore, these findings provide insight that prenatal yoga may 

foster behavioral benefits beyond increasing physical activity levels. Prenatal yoga may 
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be a more gentle approach to physical activity with an added benefit of increasing 

mindfulness/awareness that may impact health behaviors.46,306 Future studies may 

consider enhancing mindfulness/awareness throughout class by instructing women to 

focus on the breath and/or sensations in the body. 

 Interestingly, women in our study specifically talked about how they thought 

prenatal yoga was helping them manage their weight during pregnancy. Reports from a 

sample of non-pregnant adults who lost weight from practicing yoga307 suggest that the 

increase in strength and muscle tone contributed to their weight loss and others 

mentioned changes in metabolism. Conversely, one qualitative study investigating 

barriers and facilitators to yoga in low-income minority adults (non-pregnant) reported 

that participants didn’t practice yoga because it lacks physicality and weight loss 

benefits.308 Participants spoke about yoga just being “stretching” and that they had never 

heard of it being like a workout. There are many styles of yoga practiced in the US and 

they all vary in regard to the intensity of class. For example, restorative yoga classes are 

typically slower moving and do not include vinyasas (e.g., flowing sequence between 

poses) while Ashtanga yoga is a more energetic style of yoga that includes a progressive 

series of poses and many vinyasas.309–311 Some styles of yoga may be more prevalent in 

areas across the US and some people may not have experienced or be aware of the faster 

paced classes that may have a more pronounced impact on weight. Additionally, as 

described above, there may be other mechanisms through which prenatal yoga impacts 

weight gain (e.g., mindfulness, self-awareness). These mechanisms warrant further 

testing in future research. 
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 Overall, barriers and facilitators reported in our study are not different from what 

has been reported in other yoga or prenatal exercise studies.301,312,313 Findings in 

qualitative and non-qualitative studies suggest that pregnant women experience barriers 

including physical limitations (e.g., fatigue, pain), or a lack of time, motivation, and/or 

social support.314,315 A qualitative study exploring experiences of pregnant and 

postpartum women practicing prenatal yoga reported that a major benefit of prenatal yoga 

was the community building and that they enjoyed being in class with other pregnant 

women.46 Women also liked the sense that “they were all in this together”. Contrary to 

our findings, a qualitative study reporting on the facilitators of yoga participation in low-

income minority adults (non-pregnant) suggested that a major facilitator for engagement 

in yoga was having positive yoga instructors characteristics, beginner level class, and 

positive messaging in class related to relaxation or stress reduction.308 Future studies 

should consider designing interventions to minimize barriers and enhance common 

facilitators reported by pregnant women. These strategies may also be improve program 

adherence, which also has important implications for GWG management during 

pregnancy. 

Limitations 

 Though the findings presented here provide important insights related to pregnant 

women’s experiences in a prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG, several 

limitations should be noted. First, the sample was small and relatively homogenous with 

the majority of pregnant women being Hispanic and White, European-American, or 

Caucasian. Therefore, the generalizability of these findings are limited to these 

populations. More studies should focus on recruiting more diverse populations including 
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those at risk for EGWG (e.g., overweight or obese pregnant women). Second, qualitative 

research has inherent limitations such that these analyses are hypothesis generating rather 

than confirmatory but are more useful to understand human experiences as compared to 

quantitative research. Qualitative research is also highly subjective. However, we 

included a team of three independent researchers who contributed to theme development 

and agreement was met between all researchers. Finally, the nature of recruitment in this 

study presents self-selection bias, which may have resulted in a sample that does not well 

represent the target population.  

Implications for future research 

 Importantly, the findings from this study shed light on the potential benefit of 

prenatal yoga in regard to weight management. Future studies that aim to test prenatal 

yoga as a tool to manage weight during pregnancy may consider the following: 

• Ensure the prenatal yoga classes focus on implementing breath awareness and 

mindfulness to help women develop a deeper connection to the body and potentially 

increase awareness of behaviors related to weight gain (e.g., eating, physical activity, 

or weight monitoring). 

• Incorporate yoga poses that increase heart rate but are also safe for pregnant women. 

• Add more frequent number of sessions to have a greater perceived (or actual) benefit 

on weight gain. 

• Incorporate strategies to minimize barriers or enhance facilitators such as offering 

multiple class times, provide transportation or incentives for travel, and create a 

supportive environment with women attending class. 
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• Explore both qualitatively and quantitatively the potential mechanisms through which 

prenatal yoga may affect weight gain (e.g., mindfulness, self-awareness). 

• Examine the impact of prenatal yoga on weight gain and pain in at-risk populations 

including overweight or obese pregnant women.  

• Integrate prenatal yoga into a variety of settings (e.g., clinics, prenatal care programs, 

other healthcare facilities, online) and investigate 1) the perceptions of pregnant 

women practicing prenatal yoga in various settings and 2) differences in GWG among 

women practicing prenatal yoga in various settings. 

Conclusion 

 The findings presented here demonstrated that prenatal yoga is highly regarded as 

a positive experience during pregnancy. Prenatal yoga may be particularly helpful for 

relieving pain associated with pregnancy and may help women be more connected to 

their bodies. Prenatal yoga may also have important implications for weight management 

during pregnancy as it may help women become more self-aware and/or mindful of their 

health behaviors and provides an opportunity to increase their physical activity. Though 

these insights are promising, EGWG is a complex issue and more research in this area is 

needed especially in more ethnically diverse pregnant women or those at risk for EGWG. 

The information provided in this study may inform future studies testing the utility of 

yoga for weight management in among pregnant women.  
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this three-article dissertation was to investigate the feasibility and 

preliminary efficacy of a 12-week prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG. To our 

knowledge, this is the first study to test the impact of prenatal yoga on EGWG in 

pregnant women. This study was designed to provide data to inform future research 

testing the utility of prenatal yoga as a tool to prevent EGWG. The aim of manuscript one 

was to review the literature and propose a model that explains how prenatal yoga may 

provide a novel way to prevent EGWG in pregnant women through behavioral, 

psychological/emotional, and physical mechanisms. The aim of manuscript two was to 

investigate the feasibility (i.e., acceptability, demand) and preliminary efficacy of a 

prenatal yoga intervention to prevent EGWG. Finally, the aims of manuscript three was 

to 1) examine and describe pregnant women’s experiences in a prenatal yoga intervention 

to prevent EGWG, 2) explore pregnant women’s perceptions of prenatal yoga as a tool to 

help with weight management during pregnancy, and 3) identify facilitators and barriers 

to participation in a weight management prenatal yoga intervention during pregnancy. 

The findings from the three manuscripts in this dissertation provide important insights 

that may be applied to future research studies in this area.  

 Strong evidence supports that diet and/or exercise interventions reduce the risk of 

EGWG by 20%.27 However, physical activity and/or exercise levels declines across 

pregnancy and many women replace more strenuous activities with lighter intensity 

activities.55,245,316 In the first manuscript presented, we provided an in-depth review of the 

literature supporting the pathways through which we believe prenatal yoga (a low impact 
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and low-moderate intensity exercise) may prevent EGWG. Prenatal yoga may be an 

innovative way to potentially address the pervasive issue of EGWG in the United States. 

Because prenatal yoga is a low impact and low-moderate intensity activity, this may be a 

form of exercise that pregnant women are capable of doing throughout their 

pregnancies.40,41 As we describe in manuscript one, prenatal yoga is a unique type of 

exercise as it cultivates mindfulness through meditation, breath focus, and physical 

movement.  Our model describes various pathways of how prenatal yoga may prevent 

EGWG via behavioral factors including sleep and diet quality and mindfulness, 

psychological/emotional factors including self-awareness, emotion regulation, stress, and 

mood, and physical factors including pregnancy discomforts and energy expenditure. 

Though some of the proposed pathways have limited evidence specifically related to 

pregnant women, the promising findings in non-pregnant women warrants further 

investigation among pregnant women. Understanding the mechanisms of prenatal yoga 

on EGWG may inform the design of future research studies to further evaluate the 

effectiveness of prenatal yoga to prevent EGWG. Identifying the mechanisms may also 

inform yoga programs designed to manage weight in both pregnant and non-pregnant 

populations.  

 The findings presented in manuscript two suggest that prenatal yoga was an 

acceptable, enjoyable, and well-attended intervention with no study-related injuries to 

report. Women reported being satisfied and had an intent to continue participating in 

prenatal yoga in the future and the majority of women were able to attend at least half of 

the classes. Other studies have reported prenatal yoga as a highly acceptable activity with 

no adverse outcomes.82,271,284 There may be several explanations for why pregnant 
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women have such high regard for prenatal yoga. Some studies report that pregnant 

women stop or limit exercise during pregnancy because of physical limitations (e.g., 

back/pelvic pain) or perceived risks/dangers they believe are associated with exercise 

during pregnancy.74,317,318 Clarke et al., (2004) reported that women believed that 

participation in exercise would lead to increased falls or muscular strain, and many were 

concerned for the health of their unborn baby (risk of miscarriage and/or premature 

birth).317 Prenatal yoga has been shown to improve pregnancy discomforts such as 

back/pelvic pain which may reduce pregnant women’s physical limitations and encourage 

women to maintain participation throughout pregnancy.111,319 In addition, prenatal yoga is 

a low impact and low-moderate intensity exercise that may not be as susceptible to the 

risks of more rigorous exercise regimes74 which may be perceived as a safer activity 

among pregnant women.  

Findings in manuscript two did not report any significant effect of prenatal yoga 

on the rate of GWG or total GWG during the intervention but did report lower perceived 

stress scores at post-intervention among the prenatal yoga group participants. We did 

however observe changes in the expected direction (i.e., rate of GWG was lower in 

prenatal yoga group compared to controls albeit not significant). The lack of significance 

may have been due to the small sample size that was not efficient to observe an effect. It 

may also be possible that the effects of prenatal yoga will be more profound beyond the 

12-week intervention. There may still be a potential for the rate of GWG to 

increase/decrease until a woman delivers her baby but we did not collect weekly weight 

beyond the 12-week intervention. We also did not have total GWG (difference between 

pre-pregnancy weight and weight prior to delivery) data available for this dissertation. 
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Total GWG is an additional parameter that is important to determine the adequacy of 

GWG during a woman’s pregnancy. Both the rate of GWG and total GWG should be 

collected in future examinations.   

 Interestingly, even though we did not find significance in relation to our GWG 

outcomes, the majority of women reported in the satisfaction survey that they felt that 

prenatal yoga helped to manage their weight gain during pregnancy and that prenatal 

yoga helped them to make healthier choices overall. These findings justify the need to 

follow-up beyond the 12-week study to investigate changes in total GWG. Despite 

observing actual reductions in rate of GWG or total GWG during the intervention, 

perhaps women may be experiencing changes in their metabolic profiles as many state 

making healthier changes because of prenatal yoga. Therefore, future studies should 

explore other weight-related health outcomes including glucose tolerance, blood pressure, 

or lipid profiles and/or even birth outcomes (e.g., preterm birth, length of labor, infant 

birthweight). International studies exploring the efficacy of prenatal yoga on birth 

outcomes have reported improvements in birth weight, decreased preterm labor, and less 

subjective labor pain, and shorter total length of labor.44,320 More research in this area is 

warranted. 

 Finally, the findings presented in manuscript three, provide support that prenatal 

yoga may influence weight through mechanisms that promote healthier behaviors. 

Importantly, women often described an increase in mindfulness or self-awareness that 

helped them to control their weight. Women felt that by just being more aware of their 

bodies and what they are putting into their bodies can influence the amount of weight 

they gain during pregnancy. These data may indicate that women choose to make better 
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dietary choices by simply being more aware of their behaviors. Other more intensive and 

time-consuming weight loss strategies such as self-monitoring (e.g., counting calories) 

may actually reduce motivation for weight change, is not enjoyable, and is 

overwhelming.321,322 Increasing mindfulness or self-awareness may be a less stigmatizing 

approach to weight management in pregnant women. This partially supports our proposed 

model pathways introduced in manuscript one. We proposed that prenatal yoga might 

prevent EGWG through behavioral factors, one of which is mindfulness, as well as 

psychological/emotional factors, one of which is self-awareness. The data presented in 

our study support further investigation of these factors as mediators on the effect of 

prenatal yoga on EGWG. 

Future Directions 

 While this dissertation provides significant insights, there remains important 

questions to be investigated in future research. The mechanisms of change of prenatal 

yoga in regard to preventing EGWG are not currently understood. Identifying the 

putative mediators of prenatal yoga may inform future research studies and the design of 

yoga programs for weight management in both pregnant and non-pregnant populations. 

This discovery may help researchers to develop programs that incorporate the effective 

factors driving change in GWG outcomes (e.g., mindfulness, self-awareness). As our 

study is the first to test the preliminary efficacy of prenatal yoga on EGWG, there is a 

need for more empirical studies of prenatal yoga including those with sufficient power 

and rigorous methodology to confirm pathways as described in our model proposed in 

manuscript one.  
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The optimal amount of prenatal yoga to attenuate GWG is not currently 

understood. Low doses of prenatal yoga (e.g., 75 minutes 1/week) may be effective to 

improve mental health outcomes such as depression82 but data from our study may 

suggest that this may be too low of an amount to observe a change in GWG. There are 

limited studies in non-pregnant populations to suggest that increasing yoga practice is 

associated with lower weight gain.75,323,324 More studies are needed to evaluate the 

optimal dose of prenatal yoga in the context of GWG outcomes. 

As mentioned previously, our data did not report significant changes in GWG 

outcomes but qualitative reports from pregnant women suggest otherwise. Because our 

data did not capture follow-up data (e.g., GWG until delivery or last weight prior to 

delivery), it is difficult to determine whether prenatal yoga had a long-term rather than 

acute effect on GWG. It would be useful to conduct a study to 1) collect weight beyond 

the initial intervention, 2) collect final weight prior to delivery (e.g., medical records), 

and/or 3) collect other weight-related health outcome data. These outcomes may provide 

a broader picture of GWG across pregnancy and may have important clinical 

implications. 

We also know little about the effects of prenatal yoga on pregnancy and birth 

outcomes. We do have a better understanding of the potential negative effects of EGWG 

on pregnancy and birth outcomes including increased risk of cesarean section, 

prematurity, and gestational diabetes.51,52 However, more rigorous controlled trials are 

needed to investigate the impact of prenatal yoga on birth outcomes. A dismantling 

approach to identify the critical components of prenatal yoga (i.e., meditation, breath 
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focus, physical movement) to improve birth outcomes would also provide important 

clinical value. 

Lastly, our current study included women with normal-obese pre-pregnancy 

BMI’s. However, evidence suggests that pregnant women with an overweight or obese 

pre-pregnancy BMI are at a higher risk of EGWG.7 Additionally, low-income and 

racial/ethnic minorities are particularly vulnerable to EGWG.325 Future studies are 

encouraged to target at-risk groups for EGWG.  

Conclusions 

 The studies presented here in this preliminary investigation provide important 

insight related to the potential for prenatal yoga to prevent EGWG. Our model identifies 

several potential pathways through which prenatal yoga may prevent EGWG and 

warrants testing in future research. Though our findings related to EGWG may have been 

limited, the data here provides important information for crucial adjustments needed for a 

future study. Despite not observing an effect on EGWG, women in our study report a 

beneficial effect of prenatal yoga on their weight due to an increase in mindfulness and/or 

self-awareness. This contextual data supports the need for more research to explore these 

factors as putative mediators on the effect of prenatal yoga and EGWG. As our study is 

the first to explore the efficacy of prenatal yoga on EGWG, researchers are encouraged to 

conduct fully powered empirical studies to confirm or dispute our findings.  
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